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Faculty warns a
pay raise needed
By John Ouellette
Some of UN H's best faculty may
be leaving because their pay is not
keeping up with. inflation.
The faculty as well as state
employees received a nine percent
pay raise that was approved by the
state legislature this September.
However, the state works on a
biennial budget and funds for the
raise have only been appropriated
for the first year.
U nive_rsity faculty have no union
and are not state employees so they
are not guaranteed a raise when
money is appropriated for state
employees' raises.
Presently, the average salary for
a UNH professor is $30.189.
Associate professors make an
average $23,397 and assistant
professors $18,273. In 1971, the
salaries were $20,500, $15,600, and
$ I 2.900 respectively.
According to Associate
Professor David L. Larson,
Chairman of the UN H Political
Science Department and former
member of the American
Association of University
Professors, inflation has rised just

because nobody was willing to
accept the offered salary .
.. I'm deeply committed to
getting them the raise," Lessard
said. But he admitted that would
require a broad-based tax in this
state. He favors an income tax.
Lessard said Govenor Gallen
suggested closing the Merrimack
Valley College branch to fund
raises for the rest of the University
System. The govenor also said he
feels obligated to state employees
but not to faculty, according to
Lessard.
The University gets about 30
percent of its faculty payroll
budget from the state, 20 from
research grants, and the rest -from
tuition. New Hampshire ranks
50th in the country for state aid to
elementary, secondary and postsecondary education.
John Day, vice-chairman of the
University System of NH board of
Trustees Finance Committee said,
"I think we handle the money we
have very wisely but we need
FACULTY, page 6

A sailboat sitting in bay of Portsmouth, highlighted by an afternoon rainbow. creates a peaceful New
Hampshire scene. (Henri Barber photo)

SAFC votes f or I e·ss senat e controI

over 100 percent since the 1970-71
academicyear,butfacultysalaries
have not even doubled.
In the pa st . acco rd ing to S tate
By Greg Flemming
But the Senate must also
Senator Leo Les ·ard, "They (the
faculty) have riden piggyback on
The Student Activity Fee apj,rove the changes for them to
state pay raises." There is not
Council (SAFC) yesterday passed take effect.
·
d
four changes to the Student
SAFC is a council in the Student
10 th
enough money
e ne'" bu get
Senate's constitution which limit Senate, but unlike most other
to do this, Lessard said.
Les ,a rd is worried that facu It y ,.....t_he_S_e_n_a_te_•s_co_n_t_r_o_l_o_ve_r_S_A_F_C_._ _c_o_u_n...,ci_ls_,_S_A_F_c
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two years because of the pay," he
said."Alotofpcoplearenotaware
yet of the problem."
~
Robert Craig, assistant
Gregg Sanborn, dean of student affairs. denied the Collegiate
professor of political science,
Association for the Research of Principles (CARP) recognition as a
expressed the same concern over
student organization this week.
losing faculty. "The younger
The Student Organizations Committee (SOC) recommended to
people, especially those with a
Sanborn that CARP not be recognized after more than three hours
national reputation, are more
of testimony by both representatives of CARP and former members
mobile (than professors who have
of the Unification Church.
been at the University a long
Cathy Aman. president of CARP. acknowledged that CARP was
time)," he said. ''A lot of them ar.c
affiliated with the Unification Church, which is led by Re\ . Sun
loyal, but they have to pay their
Myung Moon.
grocery bills too."
Arguingagaimt CARP for the University, Jeff Onore. directorof
Craig also expressed some
student activities. said CAR P's purpose was to recruit members.and
concern over losing our faculty
solicit funds for the Unification Church.
with a national reputation.
In a letter dated Oct. 7. Sanborn noted that neither Aman nor
One of those faculty with a
Michael Tillman. treasurer of CARP, denied accusations that
national reputation is Associate
CARP uses deception and mind control techniques.
Professor Frank McCann.
CARP. page 6
"I like it here ," said McCann, --~~~-.------.--::--.....-.:--:-■-:::-:~~~:;:-~'"7:;'.--~-;----::;~
"but the reality is over the last
couple of years. I have been
approached by other universities
where the salary would be almost
double."
--The biggest problem. ac_c ordmg
to Larson. will be attracting new
faculty.
"UN H has to tr~ to bid for good
young facull} ~ith a Ph D . at the
relativelv low salaries that we
make," he said .
The English Department has
already had to drop five sections of
Freshman English this semester
I

representatives from student
organizations.
If passed, the changes would:
-Give SAFC final approval on
all past year reserves spending.
Now, if an organization wants to
spend more than $500 from past
year reserves, the Student Senate
must also approve. Past year
reserves are funds left over from an
organization's budget from a
previous year.
-Allow student organizations to
loan money to each other with
approval from SAFC. Currently,

MUB won't pull plug
on pi_n hall juveniles
By Darryl Cauchon
The Uni\-ersity of New
H~mpshire has no future plans_ to
prohibit juveniles from operating
the Memorial Union Building's
pinball and video games,
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Sports .............. pages 22.23,24
University Forum ........ page 11

Video game players
with a mission, page 15

the Student Senate must also
approve loans.
Two other changes are new to
the constitution but are based on
traditional SAFC procedure. They
seecify that SAFC must approve
all budget line item transfers for
stucfont organizations and that
organizations must .. submit three
price quotas each time they spend
more than $1,000.
Tom Christie, the business
manager for WUNH and sponsor
of the changes, said they are only a
SAFC, page 5

The gutted remains of the skyline ballroom in Newington that was destro,·ed by fire Monday night. (Henri
Barber photo)

according to Jeff Onore, director
of student activities.
·•1 feel we have a controlled,
well-lit, well-run arcade and an
health
environment in that
room," said Ono re.
The ordirfance recently passed in
Durham prohibiting juveniles
under the age of 16 to operate the
machines did not include the
University's game ro.om .
.. We see no need to put the
Memorial Union Building under
the ordinance . ·If the University
wants to restrict it to 16 year-olds,
they can," said Durham Board of
Selectman James Chamberlain.
Chamberlain said "'the
ordinance is focused mainly for the
Space Center (an arcade on Main
Street) because it attracts the
undesirables ," while the University
game room has a "controlled"
atmosphere .
.. 1 don't think w.e,'re trying to
attract the clientele ·that other
arcades may attract." said Onore.
Onore added he has never been
inside the Space Center.
Stan Copeland, the facilities
supervisor of the MU B games
room. said he has had no trouble
with juveniles either before or after
the ordinance took effect.
.. We have the regulars (youths)
come in. and a few new ones have
come but we haven't had any
problem," said Copeland.
The amount of juveniles rarely
exceeds 15 youths at any given
PINBALL. page 7
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IIEWS IN BRIEF
INTERNATIOIAL
Sadat funeral Saturday
WASH l~GTON--:- All t~ree former American presidents will
at!end the funeral of Egyptian President Anwar El-Sadat in Cairo
.t~~~--~~!_~r~l_~y.
~
,
Jimmy Carter. Gerald Ford and Richard Nixon will be
representing the United States at the slain president's funeral. at
President Ronald Reagan's request.
White House officials said Reagan, acting on the advice of U.S.
security agencies. decided .. with great regret ... not to attend the
funeral.

IATIOIAL
Sex courses favored
. NEW Y~RK - Thrccouto~·fourAmericansfavorschoolsgiving
sex education courses, according to a recent Assochted Press NBC Poll.
•
..
The tcleph?nc poll. which contacted 1.60 I adults in a scientific
survey~ also Iound out that most Americans also thought that sex
education docs not encourage sexual behavior.

Policeman indicted in drug theft
SOUTH YARMOUTH, Mass.-••State police arc now looki~1g for
suspencd state police lieutenant and two others indicted for thi: theft
of a ton and a half of marijuana from the state police barracks here.
Lt. Chester Campbell. 40, a 17 year \'eteran of the state police. is
being sought in connection with the theft of the 50 hales. which had a
street value of t1bout $1.3 million.
Officials.said four persons were involved with the theft. One has
turned himself into authorities. and officials .ire looing for the other
three.
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Manuscript text upsets students
By Jill Arabas
Associa tc Physics Profcssor
Robert E. Simpson's use of a
manuscript text in one of his
classes has caused both anger and
confusion among -students in the
course.
The spiral•bound. rapidduplicatcd. 348-page manuscript is
being used by 137 students taking
Physics For Biologists. Simpson is
publishing his text through W.B.
5aundcrs in Philadelphia. who
suggested class testing the
manuscript until its actual
publication in early 1984.
Physics 403-404 classes will
probably use Simpson's rough
drafts for the next two years.
..I don't want other classes to go
through · what I am ... said one
angry student who wished to
remain anonymous.
The use of the manuscript is part
of a country•wide reviewing
process called class testing. It's a
system textbook publishers use to
determine response and criticism
to a professor's manuscript years
before it's published.
,Students use the professor's
rough drafts as the regular text for
the class. Their criticisms lead to
revisions. adding clarity and
precision to the final draft.
The end goal is a well-written.
understandable textbook. But up
to four years of classes must use the
rough drafts, complete with
editor's marks and long•hand
sample probl<;ms .
.. There's basically three things
wrong with this book," said the
student. .. First, I can't re·scll it.
Not if next year's class gets a new
manuscript.
.. Second. he ( Simpson) uses the
same examples in the class that arc
in the book. The hook isn't all that
wonderful in the first place. and
using the same examples doesn't
clean anything up.

Rockingham .may be rebuilt
CONCOR D·-A state senator said recently that a group of
in\'cstors from Maine and Massachusetts want to rebuild the
Rockingham Park in Salem. which ws destroyed by fire.
Sen. Lauricr Lamontagne said the group includes contracts and
consultants.
He also said he was ..90 percent sure" the group would try to
reconstruct the destroyed race track.

Student wins scholarship
Phi Upsilon Omicron, National Honor Society in Home
Economics. announced the selection of Robyn L. Dagenais, of
Manchester, as a 1981 winner of Lucile Rust Scholarship. Dagenais,
a senior in Home Economics Education at UNH. is one of eight
hational scholarship winners.
Dagenais was intitiated into Phi Upsilon Omicron by Alpha Zeta
~hapter at UNH. The purposes of the Honor Society are to
--ecognize and encourage academic excellence, professional
eadership. and service to the home economics profession.
Members of the Honor Society are home economics students and
alumn i selected for outstanding ability and performance in
scholarship, leadership. service. and character.

Pretenders concert postponed
l he Pretenders. sched ukd to ,·isit ll ~ H on October 11. ca nccllcd
th~i.r fall tour al'tcr drummer Martin Chambers injured his arm.
. I he tour has hccn rescheduled for Januan· 24. according to
SCOPE president Da\'id Carle. \\ ho rc-ncco·Liatcd the cont"raL·t
Wcdncsda~ . All tickets purchas1:d for th1: 0;1cinal concert ,, ill he
good at the new dalf-. ~.,.i\) Ca;-1 · 1 •,(, 1 1 t '- ,~ 11. 1 , 1 . 1 .,.1 1 1

class testing procedure if enough
students opposed it. But he's not
yet encountered any direct
complaints.
"I wrote the text because I didn't
like any existing texts in the
Physics for Biologist field, .. said
the associate professor. the first
UN H physics professor to write
and class test a manuscript. "I had
reservations about using it in class,
but my publi'shcr strongly.
suggested it."
Lloyd Black, a Saunders
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Manuscript texts include corrections and additions made directh· on
the copy.
·

Energy tips for apartment living
By Diane Loiselle

LOCAL

"And ·third is the rcadab1ltty."
she said ... , can't continuously read
it to enhance my understanding.
without turning it sideways and
reading print that's a millimeter
tall. ..
Priced at $13.50, the book costs
less than the $24 average for a
hard-bound science textbook. But
the difference is negligible. said the
student.
"Upon reselling the book I'd be
able to get back the ten or so
dollars," she said. "But I can't sell
this book. And I'll burn it before' I
cart it around with me."
Simpson said he'd change his

Students usually look at an
apartment's size and distance from
campus. said Jeff Fell.
Cooperative Extension Service's
(CES) specialist. but they should
also check its energy efficiency.
especially insulation and location.
"One thing they can do is to
choose a middle apartment." Fell
said, explaining that a central
section and level of an apartment
complex will get less wind than one
on the end.
To avoid renting a place with a
history of high utility bills. Fell
suggests asking previous tenants or
the landlord for copies of earlier
fuel and electric hills. Students can
also call the utility companies
directly.

..rn1 in the same boat as a lot of
students." said E n£i neeri ng
Technology professor Jesse Saar.
who rents an apartment in the
area. "I looked for a place that
would be well insulated." He
added that renters arc reluctant to·
spend money on major insulation.
Saar suggested checking the
structure's tightness by looking for
openings between windows and
casements, especially , in old
houses.
While a graduate student at
UN H. Saar and four roommates
racked up a $600 dollar winter
heating bill because they didn't seal
off drafts.
"And that was hack when heat
didn't cost that much," he said .
The next winter Saar fixed the

broken window and taped the
casements.
"(The heating bill) just went
down like a rock. and we were
warm." he said .
In addition to preventing heat
loss. cutting drafts allows comfort
at a lower temperature. Saar said.
Lowering the thermostat to 65
degrees. and the .hot water heater
to 120dcgrccs. Fell said. is another
conservative measure.
Saar also suggested decorating
apartments so they .. feel warm,"
using rugs. plants. wall hangings.
and curtains.
When a place is hare. he said.
"It •scold without being cold ... As a
ENERGY, page 7

Retirees - their work has just begun
By Maura Quisley
pension." Ward said.
A new program designed to
The workers will rccei\'C the
cquin1lcnt pay for the position.
benefit retired workers of UN H
has been launched b\' Personnel
and the woi:k will consist pf most I\
Officer Jude Ward. ·
clerical and secretarial jobs .
·
Retired Operating Staff
Ward said the idea for the
Employment ( ROSES). will help
program "came out of the blue ."
Ward was .ii ready in charge of
place those people 0\'cr 65 who arc
anxious to continue working.
temporary help at the Uni\'ersit\
.. ROSES is a mutual!\' beneficial
and the pre-retirement scminai<.
program," Ward cxpli1incd. The
One day she came up with the
dcoartmcnts at UN H need the
notion to "marr\' the two."
experience and expertise the\ will
"Major industry and go\'ernget from these elderly workc1\. she
ment arc becoming aware of this
added . ROSES \\ill moti\'atc and
need. too. There had been a whole
shift in the orientation." she said.
rcsocializc the retired workers
hack into socict\· who. after
According to Ward. the
retirement "ha\'e hccome inacti\e
response:-. of a sur\'ey sent to 1.30
hoth social!) and physically."
retired workers re\'ealed 50 percent
Thi:-. program "in no way" cuts
wanted to work . and 50 percent
e ligihk students out of \\ork stud\·
could not.
johs . .. The skills ncccssar\' for these
Onl,· three of those who
:johs arc different," s.1id ·ward .
responded p~lsitin:ly li.l\e hcgun
The workers of ROSES will lose
to work . r'he reason for thi:-..
no retirement benefits. The\ can
explained Ward. is that the
,, earn upto$6 .000in 1981.aftc.rthat
participants must co throuuh an
the l.!O\'crnment will take a dollar
"indcpth inter\'ie\\ . " i°"hcsc
out ~f e\er two dollars th&;\' nwkc .
inter\'iews arc stil he111g rmiduckd.
"Inflation ·•s catin!,! awa,· ~1t their • Alice Mahoney retired tlm past

June after 18 years or scr\'icc in the
John Ellison Alumni Center. She
was the first retired worker called
in . In September. Mahoney
worked for two weeks in the
printing office. and then spent a
wce'k in the T-Hall cop\' center.
"I enjoyed worki°ng. hut I
wouldn't lil,.,c to do it C\er\' dav"
Mahone) said. I do a lot of ~rntstdc
things. Now that I'm retired I like
to ha\T time to myself."
Ward said ROSES will tr\' to
gi\'e the retired workers }obs
without disrupting their normal

lircst\'lc.
If · a worker sutlers from
••S u n d o w n S \ ' n d r o m e • •• a
condition in \\ hich thr ddcrlv fall
asleep in the afterno-o n. the\: will
not be expected to work . Likcwisc.
those who suffer from morning
arthritis will not he c x,r11.:i;ted to
report t ha·,- 'tt-!i _.
" .. f~
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Campus Cops vote
down unionization
By Lisa Prevost
The employees of the Public
Safety Division of UN H voted 135 against being recogni1ed as a
bargaining unit under the
American Federation of State.
County and Municipal Employees
(AFSCME).
All but one of the campus police.
traffic and security officers.
ex~luding management. voted on
the issue on Sept. 25 .
The security divi sion filed a
petition seeking a bargaining unit
status in September of 1980.
shortly after the Physical Plant
Operations and Maintenance
division (now Facilities Service)
joined the union after AFSCME .
"The original idea was to have
one group representing all the
different workers at UNH," said
Jim Allen. police officer for the
University, .. The thing was that it
took so iong. it kind of lost its
momentum ."
Jim Anderson. president of the
N.H . Chapter of AFSCME. said
that back up in the Public
Employees Labor Relations
Board. due to underfunding. and
university management delays
were the reasons for the year-long
dt;lay.
'"They (the University) will
throw in any roadblock they can in
delaying the action ," Anderson
said.
However, Gary Scars, a security
officer for UN H. said he voted
against the union because of
AFSCM E itself.
"PPO&M took 11 months and
they had gotten nowhere in terms
of a contract." Scars said ... If that
was the union's style, I didn't want
any part of them."

I'

PPO& M voted to decertify from
AFSCME in the summer of this
year.
Anderson said the contract with
PPO&M wasn 't started until nine
months after AFSCME wa s voted
in because "the University refused
to sit down and negotiate" even
after the Labor Relations Board
ordered them to .
Another reason for voti n·g
against unionization. according to
Sears. was the delay in the nine
percent salary increase that would
have resulted if a new contract was
negotiated .
.. AFSCME came right out and
told us they could not help us with
wages at this time." Sears said ... I
wasn't about to pay union dues for
something they couldn't help."
UNH Personnel Director Fred
Arnold stated in an article by Kate
Chelsey '.¥hich recently appeared
in Fuster'.\· Daifr Democrat that it
would be "improper" to grant the
raises to employees seeking status
as a bargaining unit because they
have taken the first steps towards
collective bargaining.
Anderson said there is now an
Unfair La nor Practice suit pending
against the University. He wants
the security division vote declared
invalid.
.. I have a problem when a state
agency actively campaigns to have
its employees not join a union,"
Anderson said ...They have no
right in the matter. It's not their
function."
Anderson cited as examples the
use of state funds for anti-union
flyers and meetings held by Fred
POLICE. page 19
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Beta gears up for anniversary
By P. Rand Tracy
Jerry Cormier. Sigma Beta's
chef, stood over his stove and
stirred onions. "It's a heck of a lot
different than these other houses .
The boys care about the
house ... they care because they
want to."
Cormier and the 49
brothers ot Sigma Beta Fraternity
will be working to prepare their
house for the celebration of their

Awareness is goal of campus gays
By Leslie MacPherson
In room 146 of the MUB. there
is a sign for one of the student
organizations, Campus Gay
Awareness. It is a very simple sign.
black lettering on manila
cardboard. but it has not been put
up on the door of the office this
year. Someone wrote "kill all fags"
on it.
Campus Gay Awareness (CGA)
is a group on campus that has two

main goals this year: support and
awareness. according to Kris (not
her real name). a lesbian who•s
very active in the group.
This semester. Kris said the
group has been defining goals.
building up trust. and finding out
.. what we can do to help each
other. .. She said the group is a
place where gays on campus can
go. feel comfortable and support
each other.
"Many people have no idea of

healthier. expanded and more
community directed. "Visibility is
a part of awareness." he said . .. A
dent of existence. I think . is a step
forward."
When asked if the atmosphere
toward gays on campus could be
described as hostile . Chase
responded: .. I wouldn't say hostile
as much as ignorant. That's where
the awareness group comes in .
Let's face it. people arc afraid of

60th year as an independent
fraternity at the University. The
anniversary: which will be
cc le bra ted on H omceom i ng
weekend ( October 16-18) is
expected to attract 150 of Sigma
Beta's 900 alumni ... We'll spruce
everything up for the alumni ,
because we know they had to do it
when they were here," said Mich
Dugan, president of Sigma Beta.
Homecoming weekend was the
decided date to celebrate the
anniversary because. according to
Dugan. it would be the easiest
weekend to attract alumuni
support. The weekend will
combination of festivities
The festivities
business.
include dinner, dancing and a

be a
and
will
cake

which .. is going to be a replica of
the house if everything pans out. 1'
The business
said Cormier.
program will consist of a corporate
meeting. Unlike other fraternities
on campus. Sigma Beta is a local
organization . They do not recieve

fraternity house located at 26
Madbury Road .
Geoffrey Coley, treasurer of
Sigma Beta estimates that IO% of
annual budget emanates
their
from Alumni funds. The rest of
their $90,000 budget is absorbed
by the 49 brothers {and nine
boarders, who live in the house).
.. We have strong alumni
_support. When they heard about
the problems the fraternities were
having here on campus , they
became concerned." said Rick
Cusick
Cusick. vice president.
was refering to the past three years
when three fraternities left the
University for financial or
But Dugan
disiplinary reasons.
did _not seem worried financially or
soc1all~ tor the well being of his
frat~rnny, whose history began on
Apnl 4. t:,_ '. ··we had close to 200
me~ here for rush" this past week.
This n _u mbcr has grown
substantially from the eight

would be about I in I. IOO, not

things that they don't know much

outside support from a national

undergraduates who met in room

including faculty or staff. Said
Chase ... A conservative estimate is
1500."
To achieve their second goal of
the semester. which is awareness.
CGA displayed information at a
showcase on the upper lcvd of the
MU B. "We need to make a
statement that gay people exist on
campus." said Kris ...and publicize
our existence."
Chase said this year the 1,?roup is

about."
This semester. the group is
planning to hold a number of
events. According to Kris. they
would like to have a couple of
speakers. possibly one supportive
and one political. and a film in the
spring. Also. there will be more
dinners. such as the Pot Luck
Supper held Oct. 6. and the
GAYS. page 19

their

312 of Fairchild Hall, 60 years ago.

Sand.less beaches:
a 'wave' of the future

-

~
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the number of g-c1ys ·on campus."
said Kris ...They'll make some
comment about 'those fags', and
they won·t know that• someone
right next to them is dying inside ."
The national average has been
estimated to be a ratio of one
homosexual to every 10
heterosexuals . 1.1ccording to
Dennis Chase. a senior in
Computer Science and member of
CGA. At UNH. that number

.

Members of the Sigma Beta fraternity are preparing for their 60th anniversary celebration during Hom~coming
weekend. ( Caroline Blackmar photo) ·
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By Martha Sleep
The beach systems of New
Hampshire are slowly being
destroyed . This was the conclusion
of a lecture entitled, .. Our Beaches:
What arc there futur es'? " given
Tuesday evening at the Alumni
Center.
The recent decision by the State
of New Hampshire not to pa ss a
law for coastal zone management
will allow further development of
the beaches to continue
unchecked. according to ·K en
Fink , associate professor of
geology and oceanography at the
University of Maine at Orono.
In his lecture. Fink detailed the
various methods nature uses to
build. maintain . and regenerate
beach systems.
During storms. beach sand is
often heavily eroded. he said. to
restore the beach. large waves
wash sand off the floor of the

to trap the sand. the beach will not
build back up . As a result. Fink
advised . .. Keep off the grass!"
Fink also mentioned that
seawalls were an obsruction to the
restoration process They prevent
the large waves from reaching the
higher portion of the beach where
the vegetation should be.
Th~ waves transport sand.
pebbles and cobbles over the
beach. but the absence of plants
and the presence of a seawall
prcve~ts the sand from being
retained.
Fink said legislation similar to
what Maine has passed would be
helpful to New Hampshire
beaches. Some of the benefits of
coastal zone management include
greater involvement of the people.
and development of the land in
harmon y with the natural beach
svstem.
- In his presentation. Fink

ocean and spread it over the higher

showed how difficult it is to satisfy

sections of the beach. A unique
vegetative system trap!\ the sand
allowing it to build up in layers.
The plants found along dunes.
such as American Beach Grass and

three competing interests which
are all battling for equal time: land
development. recreation. and
preservation.
..The time has come for us to
decide the future of our beaches .. .if

Beach Heather. arc essential to

.. beach propigation. These plants
are very susceptible to tramplinl_!.
ROTC" ~~tudent Ted Beaton performs the traditional ROTC" na2-raising ceremom· in rront of Thompson Hall.
If there arc no plants left in the area
· ·
·
(Dale ba photo)

something is not done. they will
revert to pebbles and cobbles.·· he
1
warndf.

UNH ~ambassadors'
are student liasons
By Martha Thomas
They may not have to deal with a
country's national crisis. but these
"ambassadors" arc still
representing the interests of a large
people.
pc~pulous
Thirty-six university student
ambassadors represent the entire
univcrsit_y at alumni and
public affairs functions.
I he Student Ambassadors
program, initiatea ·by the Afumni
Asso~iation. consists of a diversity
of highly motivated students who
act as a liason bct,wccn the
university and its alumni .
according to Bill Rothwell.
director of Alumni Affairs .
The program was started last
year by Rolhwcll and Elaine
Dewey, then assistant director of
alumni affairs.
Scott Mct1ger, a senior business
major describes the ambassadors
as · "a more involved type of
student." Mct1gcr became an
ambassador in September, and

oE

se~s his duty as primarily a fundra1ser.
"Let's face it." he said. "we"re
going to talk with them (the
alumni) or money."
M<!t1gcr was. the top fund-raiser
at last years student phonc-a-thon.
and has worked as vice president of
the outing club and vice president
of the programming fund
organization. a group that
represents non-SAFC (student
activity fcc council) organizations
at the student senate. "I've had
some di,ersc background at the
university. "he said.
Bill Rothman secs another
potential benefit of the program in
the career contacts that students
make with alumni in various fields.
The program pro, ides "phenomina I contact with potential
employers." said Rothman. adding
that if alumni don't offer
employment themselves , they .
"know where to send them ."
STUDENTS, page 9

l ~H's Cowell Sta_dium., which ha_sn't seen artion for two weeks. awaits H;,meromin~
Wildcats meet Lehigh. (Steve Mc{.ann photo)

- Thursday, October 15Kickoff Pep·Rally & Bonfire

\H'l'kl'lld

"ht·n th.
t

Sltear Krcations

MUBHill, 7PM

o/Ceeeitrle

Roaring '20's Dance

Rte. 4 and Rte. 125
(Above the Pharmacy)

MUBPub,8PM
Charleston & Jitterbug Contests
Free T-Shirts for Best Costume

Redken Products

-Friday, October 16-

UNISEX HAIRSTYLING--

Alumni Hockey Game

WALK IN SERVICE OR APPT.
Mon.-Sat. 9-5 868-2060 Thurs. Til 8 p.m.

Snively Arena, 7 PM
Reception 9:30. Alumni Center

-Saturday, October 17Homecoming Parade
Huddleston to Field House, 12 Noon

UNH vs Lehigh Football Game
Cowell Stadium, 1:30 PM
Cheering Contest

Larry Elgart and His Big Band

- 3 Operator

Dance, Granite State Room, MUB, 8 PM
Presented by Scope and the Celebrity Series

Shop

Il1.\N Gl~ll
(j I~(JII

Information

603-436-6622

Portsmouth
New Hampshire!!

JELLO WRESTLIIG
When the cold Weather Strikes ....
Strike Back
with

Homemade Soups and Breads
Don't forget free vegetable & dip tray on
FRI - SAT 11 AM - 2 AM
Friday
SUN -THURS 11 AM - 10 PM

Every Monday Night"
Starting Mon, Oct 5
Th-rough Mon;_Nov 1- 6
-· - -

DURHAM & DOVER NH
868-~1~1 ~-~ 749-0~~
j

\-. ...... -

l

If

I
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start to what he hop~ will be many
other changes to the Student
Senate.
.. The Student Senate is
supposed to be representing us as
students," he said. ••and I'm not
sure they're doing a good job. ••
"I hope we go through with a lot
of these changes," said David
Carle, president of the Stud~nt
Committee on Popular Entertainment (SCOPE). "But whether this
is passed or not, the Senate is going
to know we're not happy."
But Student Senator Jon Cohen
told the council. that the Senate
approves each organization's
budget, which is supported by
student paid funds. If an
organization wants to change _this
budget, then the Senate should
also approve the change, he said.
"I don 't like the power," he
added. "It's that I'm representing
the people in my dorm. You people
aren't elected."
This year, ea~h student paid $38
to the Student Activity Fee fund .
SAFC distributes and oversees the
expenditure of these funds.
"This is a very political board."
Cohen said. "If you have a
proposal coming up after the one
on the floor, you're going to think
about that.''
Student Body President Sara
Jane Horton said it was important
for the Senate to approve past year
reserve spending and called the

$500 limit .. very generous."
.. , feel you are taking everything
out of the hands of the Senate,"
argued Student Senator Stuart
Herschfeld .
When introducing the changes
on Tuesday, Christie said the
Senate should concern themselves
-with fewer issues and that
University administrators are
.. laughing at the Student Senate."
He said one administrator, who
he later identified as Bob Keesey,
had criticized the Student Senate
recently.
But Keesey, who is executive
assistant to President Evelyn
Handler. denied making any such
statements. It was not his role to
make ~political statements" about

the Student Senate, he said, and
Christie must have misunderstood
him,
The two were discussing student
government at an orientation
sponsored by the Student Senate
recently.
"I don't agree that the
administration doesn't take the
Senate seriously,.. said Rene
Romano, assistant director of
Student Activities, in response to
Christie's remarks.
·
The changes now go to the
Student Senate Judiciary
committee before the Senate itself.
"It's already been said that this
won't go through the Senate,"
Christie said yesterday. "Well, if
that's true, what can you do?"

Care Pharmacy
51-53 Main Street 868-2280
Hours 9-6 Mon. - Sat.

FRIil-\ Y. OrtolH'r CJ
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: Women ·and Reaganomics.
Marilyn Power. Economics / WSBE. Sponsored by Division of
Continuing Education. New England Center. and UNH Speakers
Bureau. Berkshire Room. New England Center. 8 p.m. Prior
registration requested . Call DCE. ~03-862-2015
MU B PUB: Face to Face. rock . Sponsored by M USO. Admi ssion
charged . 8 p.m. UNH ID/ proof of age required .
S.-\'IT RUA Y. O,·toh,·r I 0
MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. Lowell. doubleheader. Brackett field. 12
noon.
MU 8 PUB: Lions. rock . Sponsored by M USO. Admission
charged . 8 p.m. UN H I D7' proof o( age required .

~l -:\U..\Y. O,·aoh,·r 11
MEN'S FOOTBALL: vs. Maine Central Institute. Cowell Stadium.
I p .m.
N. H. MUSIC TEACHERS ASSOCIATION RECITAL: Bratton
Recital Hall. Paul Creative Arts Center. 2-6 p.m.
MUSO FILM : .. The American Friend. " Based on Patricia
Highsmith 's thriller Ripley's Game. Strafford Room . Memorial
Union. 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $ I or season film pass.
. MUB PUB: Russ Dumont with Sunday Nitc Oldies. Sponsored by
MUSO. 8 p.m. Admission: 50¢'
'.\10:\IH l. O,·toh,·r 12

New Freedom
Mini Pads (30)

ri.::;::::========~
~

$1.99

-48hr.Lower Quad
Bike-a-Thon

Anyday (30)

Maxi Pads (30)

$1.79

$2.79

WOMEN 'S TENNIS: vs. Providence College. Field House Tennis
Courts 3:30 p.m.
NEW OLD CINEMA: .. The White Sheik." directed by Fellini.
Sponsored by MUSO. Room 110 Murkl~nd. 7:30 p.m.
Tl 'ESIH Y. ()c•toh,·r I ;1
HUMANITIES L.ECTU RE SER I ES: .. The Character otOedipus."
and .. The Recovery of Oedipus." Room 303. James Hall. 11 a.m. 12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: vs. University of Connecticut and
Hofstra . Lundholm Gym. Field House. 6 p.m.

for St. Judes
Children's Hospital
October 9, 10, 11
starting at 6:00 p.m .
Friday
1 Orchard Street

Pledge your support
TODAY!!

Dover, N.H. 03820

La.'it right coming down Cent~a/ A i•e. in Downtown Do,•er

Break/ast Buffet
Every Sunday 9 a.m. to noon

$3.50 All you can eat

Reg. Price $45

RED's(EAatou:r

On the corner of Maplewood and Central _Ave.
Portsmouth on the· Kari-van route.

SHOE BARN

Broadway

Dover
742-1893

Surrogate Mother
Care Packages and Birthday Cakes

Box of Whoopie Pies- 501 off if delivered Oct. 12
742-4270

. _.

Last Public

·wHALE WATCHING
CRUISE
of the Season

OCT . .10th and 11th
aboard the

VIKING QUEEN
LONDON • MADRID
STRASBOURG • ·FLORENCE

* Variety of

I courses offered *

I No language background
I required* Financial aid

available* Summer prQgrams

I available in Italy, Great Britain &
I

Nmne

II

Address

~

East Africa.

I C i t Y - - - - - - - -- -~State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ :

I
I

I

-

Program of Interest
.
. ..
I
For more information and application. return to Michael Calo, D1v1S1on of I
International Programs Abroad . 335 ('om stock Ave., Syracuse. New York,
L132J0~ cl. ( ") 4 21 34.'71. _.. _ . ·_ _ _ _ _ _ _j

7:30 am $2 0

4 pm

Adulfs, $ 10 Children under 12 ( under 5 free)

PRICE INCLUDES:
• Expert Narration by Cetacean Specialist
•
9 7% Success Rate in Sightings this Season
SEPT. 27th SIGHTINGS INCLUDED:
FINBACKS, HUMPBACKS, and SEVERAL
DOZEN WHITE SIDED DOLPHINS
CALL VIKING CRUISES

(603) 431-5500
VJl<'JNG DOCK, MA.RKET ST.. , P.ORTSMOUJ:Ht NH

I
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.OIICES
ACADEMIC
WSBEINTERCOLLEG ETRANSFER
MEETINGS: These meetings will run each day
through October 16. Monday. Room 312. McConnelf.
7-8 p.m.: Tuesday, Room 20k. McConnell. 7-8 p.m.:
Wednesday. Room 208. McConnell. 3:30-4:30 p.m.:
Thursday. Room 312. McConnell. 3:30-4:30 p.m.
Applications available at meetings only.
WSBE FACULTY ADVISING; Theme for week of
October 12 is operations and 4uantitative methods.
WSBE Advisihg Orlicc. I :30-3:30 p.m.
PREMEDICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE: Will he
sponsoring "An Evening with Dartmouth Medical
School." Director of Admissions from Dartmouth
Medical School will speak about Dartmouth Medical
School and about admissions procedures to medical
sc~ools in general. Tuesday. October 13. 1925 Room.
Alumni Center. 7-10 p.m.
ATIII.ETH:S & RE(:RK-\TIO'.\

I NT RAMU RALS:
Last call for Intramural sig~-u,ps. Sponsored by
Recreation Department. Women's vollevball rosters
due Monday. October 12: Men': volk")·!Yatl mstcrll -duc
Monday. October 12: Men's Ice Hockev rosters due
Monday. October 12 in Room 151 of the Field House.
8-BALL POOL TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by UNH
Games Room. Sunday. October 11 Games Room.
Memorial Union . 11 a.m. Registration Games Room.
lOO level. now through 10:30 a.m .. Sundav. October 11 .
One dollar penalty for late registration. ·
C\HEEH

CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP:
Doing What You Enjoy and Getting Paid for It .
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement.
Counseling & Testing. and Liberal Arts Adyising
Cc'nter. Thursday. October 15, Merrimack Room.
Memorial Union. 2:30-4 p.m.

u.rns ..'<:

OIU;..\'.\IZ\TIO:\S

FOI.IAGE AND
CLIMBING TRIP: Open to all students. Sponsored
by International Student Association. Sunday,
October 11. lea\ing from Memorial Union parking
lot. X a.m. Members: SI. non-members: $1.50.
TRAP AND SKEET CLUB SHOOT: New members
w~lcome. Al.I necessary equipment and transportation
will be provided. Sponsored by Club Sports. Sunda\'.
October 11. meet on front steps of Memoria I Union by i
a.m.
·
MEETING FOR WRITERS. POETS . AND ARTISTS:
For people interested in contributing to a magazine
dedicated to science fiction. fantaM· and the macuhrc
Monday.-Octo bcr 12. Grafton Room. Memorial Union:
X:30 p.m.
A.S.C. E. MEETING: Guest speaker from Badger
C:ompany_ jn Cambridge. MA. wirt speak on
( onstruct1on Managcmcll't. TlfL~dav. October 13. Room
311. Kingsbury Hall . 1-2 p.m.
•
UNH CHESS CLUB: Open to all students and the
general public us well. All levels' of skill welcome. C'hess
equipment pro\'i.de(j . Tuesdn). October I J. Room 53
Hamilton Smith. 7 f1.m.
yo~NOM: Organi,ational meeting for those inte rest ed
111 future parapsycholog) and wholistic arts programs.
Wednesday. October 14. Notch Room. Memorial Union
Building. (-.:JO p.m.
ANNUAL FALL RETREAT 191<1: A Celebration of
Belonging (The Liturgy and Us). Sponsored b\' church of
Saint Thomas More Catholic Stud<:nt Center. Weekend
of October 23.24. and 25. Regi ster at Catholic Student
Center (on Madhur) Road). Apptications accepted on
first come basis. Fee: $21< .
•
~ONTHLY MEETING OF STUDE:\l VOUJN1 EERS IN PROHATIO1': ~cw members wdcomcd .
Wc_d ncsda) . October 14. Carroll Room. Memorial
Union. 3:30-5:JO p.m

STU DENTS FOR RECYCLING: Meeting on Tuesday.
October 13. Room 218. Hamilton Smith. 7 p.nt
UNH CHAPTER OF NATIONAi. ABOR':rlON
RlG HTS: Organizational meeting. Tuesday. October 13.
Hamilton Smith. 7:30-IO p.m.
MT. MONADNOCK TRIP: Please attend brief meeting
s~ details of the trip can be worked out. we need people
"'.llh 1;ars .to carpool. Sponsored by Gruppe '80-UNH
C,crmari club. Tuesday. October 13. Room 201.
Murkland. 7:30 p.m.
.JUGGLING CI.U B: E\'cryone welcome. Wednesday.
October 14. Senate Merrimack room. Memorial Union.
6:30-12 midnight.
LEGISLATIVE ISSUES AND LOBBYING
TECHNIQUES: Speaker Cindy McGo,ern. Sponsored
by Durham Business and Professional Women's Club.
Tuesday, October 13. Hetzel Room. Alumni Center. 3:30
p.m . For additional information call 862-IX44.
UHi Pl TEH SEH\'IU-:S
Non-credit cour!les for a
nominal fee arc listed helow. Registration is required .
Call !<62-3527 or stop by Room 2E. Stoke Cluster.
'7\dditional $5 charge for all Mn-USN H pcn:onnel.
MACRO INTERPRETED COMMANDS (MIC):
Pro,idcs a facility for storing monitor and user mods
commands in a disk file. thereby pro,iding hatch-like
operation for timesharing users. Monday. October 12.
Stoke Cluster. 2-4 p.m. Pre-rc4uisites· Beginning
Timesharing: Beginning SOS or Beginning XTECO.
Courllc fee: S2.
HELP SESSION: For indi,idual help about specific
prohkms. Tuesday. October I J. Stoke Cluster. !<-9:30
a.m.
INTERMEDlATE XTEXCO: Two-session· coursc will
look at some of the more esoteric facilities and techniques
associated with the progrnm. Tuesday and -, hursday.
October 13 and 15. Stoke Cluster. 2-4 p.m. Prcre4.u1s1tes: Beginning Timesharing: Beginning XTECl.
Coun,c fee : 54.
INTERMEDIATE SOS: I-or people who ha,e a
rudimentary knowledge of the SOS text editor and want
more. Wednesday. October 14. Stoke Cluster. 2-4 p.m.
Pre-rcqub;ites: Beginning SOS or equivalent knowledge
and experience. Course fee: $2.

-

-

-

-

-

( continued from p-.1ge I)
"I am unable to agree that denial of student organization
recognition for CARP will lead to any significant infringement of
the First Amendment." Sanborn said.
After the SOC hearing. Aman said CARP would bring the issue
back to court.
CARP has been persfstant in its efforts to acquire recognition asa
student organization. They were granted the hearing as a result of a
decision this summer by the U.S. District Court of Appeals in
Boston.
That dcdsion overruled a denial by the tlniversity last year.

Universitylheater .
1981-82 Season
presents

TheMikado
by Gilbert and Sultivan

Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Durham
October 20, 22, 23, 24 at 8 p.m.
October 21 at 2 p.m. .
P-review: October 19 at 8 p.m.
GeneralS4
UNH Student, Employee/
Senior: $3
Preview: $1

Reser.vations: 862-2290
Dinner-Theater
Package Available

<;a-:,,m.u
HIKF

A

·1 HON FOR ST . .lllDE'S
HOSP rt Al.: Make pledges today and show your
sLrprort Ill the battle t1gainst childhood .c ancer.
Sponsored hy I o\\cr Quad dorms. l-riq.ay. October 9
1 , p.m . to Sunday. October 11 to 6 p.m !legins at
lower quad . Pledge, made to St. .lude\ Children\
Hospital for cancer, ictims: also. need monitors to
watch hiker!.. Call R.A.'s. Steve. 226 Hunter Hall.
X62-l58X: Karen. 210 Gibb, Hall. !<62-1595 : Dale. JIO
Gibbs Hall . 862- 15%.
4th Al'\l'\lJAI. HOMECOMING IOK ROAD RACE :
Spom,ored by Departmcr\t or Recrcatiomtl Sports.
Saturda, . Octohcr 17. Field Hou-.c .. 9 a.m. Adrnnced
reg1straii on : $3. 'Wedncsda, . Octoher 14. I.ate
registration plus$ I accepted uniil I hour prior to the start
of the race. Fist 250 finishers will rccei,c t-shirts.
t.os·1 Al'\D 1-Olll'\D SERVICE: Is prmidc<l a t the
lfni,ers1t\· Information Center in the Memorial Union
(Ml!H). ( 'all 962-2600. or stop h) thl· Info . Center

Drs. Alie & Menard
Optom etrists
Highest quality so.ft lenses
Polycon Gas-Permeable semi- hard lenses
Same day service in most cases on
so.fi lenses
30 day trial period on contacts
Complete eyeglass and eye exam services
Quick service from out in office_optical lab
Discount to students and senior citizens
on eyeglasses
Don:r
476 Ccntml .-\.vc., 742-5719
I lours: B-5. Sat. H-1 ~

Clo~~d \\\:d11csduy

CARP ----1

-

(:ot ·,sEI.I'.\(; & TEST"(;
RETlJRNII\Ci
STUDENT PROGRAM: Brushing Up Your Rusty
Skills. Sarah Seder. Training in Academic Skills.
-, uc. da\'. October IJ. Hanover Room. Memorial
· fninn: 12:30-2 p.m .
WEDNESDAY N ITE SER I ES WORKS HOPS
EATIN(i CONCERNS: A Yardstick for Sdf-lmage.
Wcdncsdav. October 14. Schofield House. 7 p.m .
SUPPOR-j · GROUP FOR NON TRADITIONAi
STUDENTS: Drop in on Thursdays from4-5:30 p.m . to
meet peers and discuss i,sues. Counseling and Testing
Center. Schol'i'cld House .

Ort. 9-22

l)urham
7 ,Jenkins Com1 868-1012
Ilours: 9-5

( continued from page I)
can start out making $18,000$25.000 after two years of school."
he ·said ... but a pcrso'n with a Ph.D.
starts out here as an associate
professor at $18,000."
"I can't afford to send my
children to the same school I· went
to." said Craig. "I have to- send
them to a state schol."

more." He also suggested a broadbased tax ... If they (lhe faculty)
lose the nine percent for next year.
it would be disasterous. •• he said.
Larson is worried that not
enough students will be going into
leaching when they graduate. "A
·person with . an M.A. in business

Come to the

.

~·

OKTOB ERFEST !~~
.

Authentic German
Food, Be'er,
Costumes,
and Music.
Featuring

The Bavarian
Hofbrau Band
October 23 and 24

call today for reservations

. l'ol~ c•~l«'r
filmc•cl in
Ol>OH .UI.\

Jttoltotd aucnuc, dumam, n.h. CM~) . .a.u1s

Hours: 6:00 - 12:00 weekdavs
6:00 p.m.-8:00 a.m. weekends

862-2293
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.·low-cost measure. f~II suggests
weather stripping. which comes in
three types-metal srip~. tubular
g~skets. and foam strips. The
stripping costs up to 20 cents per
foot.
Rope caulking is appropriate for
sealing windows not in use. and
door sweeps help to stop drafts
under doors.
An alternative suggested in a
CES publication is to make a
·•draft-chaser... This is a tube
casing of tight-woven fabric cut to
fit the width of a door and filled
with sand. It can be placed at the
bottoms of doors to prevent cirafts.

••.1 would think the landlords
would agree to buy ( low-cost
insulation) if the student would
install them." Fell said. defining
this an .. Equitable situation ...
.. Another thing students can do
is to r~duce their consumption of
hot water ... Fell said. Ten to 20
percent of utility bills arc for hot
water.
For those who have wondered if
a shower uses less water than a
bath. a 5-minutc shower is the
break-even point, according to a
CES publication.
.. Shorter showers save money
over baths. Longer showers don't ...

the pamphlet says .
Students can buy low-flow
shower heads for $10-20 that will
pay for themselves in .. one or two
months." Fell said. Regular heads
put out 5-6 gallons per minute.
while low-flow heads only use 2-3
gallom;.
Fell said savings from measures
such as using the right size pan on
the right size burner when cooking
were overrated.
••you might be able to buy
yourself a coke at the end of the
year ... he said.
No-cost measures students can
take to conserve energy are:

-Close windows tightly-use sash
locks to insure proper closing.
-Don't block heating ducts and
registers with. furniture or drapes:
-Keep ducts and electric
baseboards clean.
-Install any glass or plastic
storm windows which are
available. possibly stored in a barn
or attic.
-Close off any unused rooms.
-Be sure basement windows and
bulkheads are closed and well
sealed.
-Rcfrigera tor tempera t urc
settings should be O degrees for the
freezer and 34-38 degrees for the

j

refrigerator.
-Wash full loads of laundry and
dishes.
-If you're cold with the
thermostat set at 65 degrees. put on
a sweater .
-Hang a blanket between the
window and curtain at night.
Steve Capron is the Cooperative
Extension Agent for this area. He
can be reached for information at
749-4445.
CES will make home visits at no
cost to the student to recommend
energy-saving measures. Publications are available including a
book,le_t on wood stove
regulations.

------ ----T EXT ------ ---representative assigned to
Simpson's text. said class testing
assures his company will. in the
long run. publish a top-grade
book. If quality requires three
years of manuscripts. Black said
Saunders will still recommend it.
.. It's true the students are being
used as guinea pigs.·· said Black .
..There will probably be some
losses from having a crude
facsimile. But that's not a real
concern of ours. We're interested
in a saleable. marketable item."
Richard Dictzer. employee of
Addison-Wesley Publishers in
Reading. Massachusetts. said his
company also class tests. but only
five to six times a year. Black said
Saunders class tests 1.5 to 20
percent of the time.
·•we use it mostly with the
bigger. more expensive books.•· he
said ... Simpson's will run about
700 to 800 pages." It will cost
upwards of $25.
Black conceded there arc
problems with understanding the
book ... What is being used is in
extremely rough form." he said ... A
tremendous amount of work will
be done on this textbook . It'll
change fairly drastically in fr.rm
and understanding.
.. But you must figure the
professor is going to make

allowances." he continued . .. The
students won't he downgraded.
and the author knows the text.
He'll add additional insights."
Simpson's text is the only
manuscript at UN H this semester.
1,

(continued from page 2)
according to Bob Ferguson.
textbook manager at the
Bookstore. Ferguson said he sells
at most one or two such
manuscripts a year. Simpson's was
sold beginning September 24.

Peg Stott. rapid duplication
coordinator at University Press.
said the Business Department
frequently distributes professor's
notes. but none of them arc
manuscripts for class testing

purposes. University Press rapid
duplicated Simpson's text upon
submission September 9. The
book was distributed three weeks
late, due to a machine breakdown
at the Press.

ENERGY FOB TBE 80's:
A DECADE OF OPPORTUNITIES
SYllPOSIUll
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Durham, New Hampshire
GRANITE STATE ROOM
lVIEI.VIORIAL UNION BUILDING
Tuesday. October 13, 1981 8:00 p.m.
A. panel of distinguished scientists and engineers Wil- discuss
issues and answer questions about energy for the SO's and the
choice of technological opportunities.
-,

-PINBALL(continued from page I)
time. UNH sophomore Joe
Kenney. a two-year game room
employee. said .
Thirteen year-old John Trolan
said he used the MU B's machines
before the ordinance because his
parents and he .. don't like the
Space Center."
.. I don't know what l'tl do if they
close this place up. Go the Dream
Machine (in the Newington Mall)
once in a while. I guess." said
Trolan.
Laura MacKay. 13. said if the
MUB's game room is closed sbc
would ··be bored" and .. die"
because she'd .. have no place to
go."
Of the 10 youths interviewed this
week. all thought the ordinance
unfair.
Several youths arc gathering
signatures on a petition asking that
the ordinance's minimum age be
lowered to 14 years of age.
.. We have a little under 500
signatures now. but by next week
we should be well over the l000
mark ." said 17 year-old Todd
Johnson.
Johnson said they plan to take
the petition to the Board of
Sclectmen 's Monda y mc~tings
when enough signatures arc
obtained .

Opening Remarks

Professor Niro M. Todorovich
Executive Direct~r. SEi

Feature Address

·

Dr. Edward Teller

Senior Research Fellow, Hoover Institution,
Stanford University

The•• Discussion

Dr. Yuval Ne~man

Past President and Professor of Physics
Tel Aviv University, Israel

Dr. Bernard L. Cohen

Professor of Physics and Chemical
and Petroleum Engineering,
University of Pittsburg

Dr. Robert V. Kline

Department of Physics and
Energy and Environmental Policy Center
Hmvard University

Dr. Alexander J. GIUS

President
KMSFusion

Ou•llonand
Answer Period

Dr. Joc:hen Heisenberg

Department of Physics
University of New Hampshire
Moderator

Home Delivery
call

Sponsored by the Departments of Physics and Electrical Engineering of The University of New
Hampshire in cooperation with Scientists and Engineers for Secure Energy, Inc. (SEt), a national,
educational, membership organization of professional and research scientists and engineers.

862-1490 862-1124

ADMISSION FREE - PUBI.IC INVITED
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DURHAM COPY 888-7031
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR :
REDUCTIONS
STAPLING
COLLATING

Gallery

XEROX 8200 DUPLICATOR

Special Attention Given to:
RESUMES/THESES/DISSERTATIONS
TRANSPARENCIES/LABELS
Doan SIN Daus 8:30-5:30 ffl-F /8:30-12:00 Sal

Jankins court-Durham (Next to Franklin Theater)

nick's·

Main Street, Durham

NICKS Dining Room SPECIAL

every Friday night:
1 pound boiled lobster $5.95
Monday Nite: Football on our big screen TV
Happy Hour 9-closing
-

Tuesday Nite: Happy Hour 9 - closing
Wednesday Nite: Ladies Night

by Henri Barber
Tue~days and Fridays aren't the same, without

The New Hampshire

~.
The best,contact
of your life.
Foran
unforgetable fall.
"Feel Safe" 90 day 100~ returnable fee.
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year office visits.
No obligation in-office trial.
Complete eyeglass and
eye examination services.
Fitting by Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
Optometrist.
In-office service plan available

See the
North Face
Skiwear
*New styles, fabrics, and colors
*Choice of down, ho/lo Ji/, or thinsulate insulation
* Classic or contemporary sly ling

Among the new models is
the Pop Top pullover!
It features a stand-up collar. full nylon lining. extra long neck zipper (for easy
on and off). two zippered outside pockets. inside pocket. knit cuffs &
waistband. and great colors. Men's and Women's sizing.

lllildtrnt55 Crails

123 Market Street. in thr Historic District
Portsmouth, NH 03801 16031436-1200
Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM

~~Pettee Brook Lane
Durham. New Hampshire.03824
Sat. 9-5, Mon.-Fri. 9-5.:30

Tel.
(603) 868-5584

- VISA'

Make sure you see the Pop Top, it's beautiful!

r
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only $1.00 in

STUDENTS---- (continued from page 4)
Ann Hurt. a 1981 graduate ol
UN H. and among the first group
of amhassadon,. docs not share
Rothman\ \ie\\. Concerning
employment contacts she said. "I
don't think that\ the purpose of
the program: I don't think man)
went into it with that in mind."
Hurt descrihed the program as:
"not a deep. rich academic
program." hut. "l\c nne r heen in
a group of people who were as
interesting to sit around and rap
with." she added.
Joane Alessandrini replaced
Dewc) this summer and began

can\ass1ng students for th e
program.
Selection v..1s hased primaril)
on an intt:n icv. hut students also
suhmi ttcd rec,ommcndat1ons
from professors and other
unl\ersit) contacts. according to
Rothwell.
Alessandrini outlined the
follov,ing goals of the program:
--to increase communications
between students and ~,1{1mni
--to gin~ students a chance to
imprmc leadership skills
--to enhance the dc\elopmcnt of
students v.hile the) arc at Ul\iH
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--to pro\ 1de the learning
expene nce that con.tact , arious
alumni encourages. and to get the
students il1\ ol,ed in alumrn and
other ll NH functions.
According to Alessandrrni.
there 1s no specific criteria for '
amhassadors. hut it is important
for students to shov. enthusiasm
and in\'ol\rnent in act1\ itics at the
uni\ c rs it,.. Aho u t academics.
Alcssandr1111 said. " It has to he a
sol id GPA (grade point a,erage).
We're not looking lor ex tn:mel)
studious people. hut grades an~
important. "

The New Hampshire
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Meptorial Union Building. UNH, Durham. N.H. 03824: Business
Office hou~s: Monday-Frida~ 10 AM-2 PM., Academic year subscription:
$13.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should

check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire ,will in no case be
responsible far typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part of an
~dverti~ment in which a typographical error appears, if notified,
1mmed1ately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New ·
Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH.03824. 11,000copiesperissue
printed by Courier Publishing Co .. Rochester-N.H.

MUSO FILM SERIES
presents

THE AMERICAN
FRIEND
starring Gene Hackman

take on
the challenge ...
realize
the future

Sunday, October 11th
7 & 9:30 p.m.
Strafford Room, MU B
$1.00 at door or movie pass.

Special Discovery Sale

The Challenge

The Opportunity

Imagination. courage, leadership and
engineering expertise of the highest order...
these are the traits you need to meet the
challenge of our technology. Our leadership position at the forefront of commercial
nuclear power systems will provide you with
unique professional experience.

GPU Nuclear is responsible for the operation
of Oyster Creek Nuclear Station in New
Jersey, start-up and recovery of two Three
Mile Island units located in Middletown,
Pennsylvania. and an off-site design and
engineering group in Parsippany. New
Jersey. We offer you: • Top benefits • Advanced educational opportunities and a _
chance to live in beautiful North Central
New Jersey, the New Jersey Shore or the
Pennsylvania Dutch Country.

Columbus Di~·m·crccl

America

We are seeking entry level and experienced
professionals· in the following cat9gories:

You Should Disco\'cr
The Commitment

TIIIXGS & TIIIXGS

To encourage YOU
We will be offering
20% OFF EVERYTHING
in the store

Columbus Day
Monday, Oct. 12th

General Public Utilities created an independent organization, GPU Nuclear. to
centralize its nuclear capability and
provide safer, more reliable generation of
electricity with nuclear energy. GPU Nuclear
has the strongest commitment to the
flawless safety of our plants.

Mechanical ■ Nuclear
■ Health Physics/
Electrical
Radiation Protection
■ Chemical
For more information about job opportunities at GPU Nuclear. fill out the coupon '
below and send it to: J. Troebliger, P.O. Box
480, Middletown, PA 17057. We seek men
and women from all ethnic backgrounds
and the handicapped.
■
■

[rj WJ JNuclear
GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION

will be on campus

October 27 ,- 1981

--------------------------------------td ijJ) Nuclear

GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION

J. Troebliger
P.O. Box 480

Middletown, Pa . 17057

NAME--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - ~
DEGREE, SCHOO----- - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - -- - - - - --

To the I 00th person
to walk in our doora FREE balloon
bouquet!!

·~---- -

~i_!IJISt;.,

'7!jings
868-5202

HOME ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _____,____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PHONE NO~ - - - - - - - ' - SPECIALIZATION - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -
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University Forum
Sadat's eulogies: The dangers of -praise.

John O· Voll

Anw ar el-Sa dat
Dec. 1918-0ct. 1981
The murder of Anwar cl-Sadat is an event of global
significance. His funeral will be attended by many world
leaders. Many others will consciously boycott it. but
virtually no one will ignore the ceremonies. Local
newspapers throughout America that normally print
limited amounts of international news have dramatic
editorial obituaries. In New Hampshire. the killing of
President Sadat provides one of those rare occasions
when there is agreement among the editorial writers of
the Union leader. Foster'.r Dt1ilr Democrat, the
Port.'imouth Herold. and the Concord Monitor. All seem
to agree that Sadat was a great man whose impact on the
world has been tremendous.
It is. however. as dangerous to overestimate his
importance at the time of his death as it was to
underestimate his abilities when he was alive.
Throughout most of his life. both Sadat's friends and
enemies underestimated his abilities. It is ironic that. at
his death. his real achievements may be endangered by
overestimating his personal significance.
The dangers of overestimating Sadat gradually became
clear to many people during his lifetime. In the years after
the 1952 Revolution in Egypt President Nasser was the
clearly dominant political figure. However. the inner
circle of important leaders around Nasser was constantly
changing. as one person after another rose and fell in
political influence. Through all the changes. the
"survivor" was Sadat who was virtually always next to
the center of power. regardless of who else was
dominating what was seen as Nasser's "inner circle."
After Nasser's death in 1970. Sadat was seriously
underestimated by his political opponents. They soon
found that the man they had called "Nasser's poodlc"was
in firm control of the country and they were in political
exile. Similarly. Sadat was ridiculed by international
observors and Israelis for his military .. strong talk" in the
vcars before October I 97J. The Neu· York Times
editorial writers early in that year pronounced that
Sadat's expulsion of Russian military advisers in I 972
had "so undermined Egypt's already weak military
posture as to destroy any lingering credibility in his
militant boasts." (editorial on 11 January. 1973)
Howe\er. there was a sufficient reality. in his military
efficiency to make Arab-Israeli War of 1973 a very
different one from the earlier rclativcl) cas~ Israeli
victories .
It is easy. now . to extend the list of those who made the
mistake of underestimating the talents of Anwar elSadat. The danger at present is the opposite. In the furor
surrounding his death. his enemies and his friends seem
determined to magnify his image beyond reality. His
enemies came to sec him as the major if not the sole
obstacle to the achievement of their goals: Sadat
prevented creating the kind of state they wanted in Egypt.
Sadat prevented Palestinian victory. Sadat created Arab
disunity. It is clear. howe,er. that even though Sadat
played an important role in many of these areas. his death
by itself will not result in the creation of a fundamentalist
Islamic state in Egypt. nor wil l his death enable the
Palestinians to defeat Israel. nor re-unite the Arabs . In
the rhetoric of his enemies c,en. Sadat's significance h.is
been greatly magnified.
The threats of his enemies did not disturb Sadat while
he was ali\C. Ho\\e,er. the praise of his friends may make
it more difficul '( to preser\'C the legacy of his
achievements. The grave danger. at this time. is that
exaggerated praise of Sadat and his personal qualities
ma~ make it seem that no one but Sadat C<!f carry on the
work that he started. It is of critical importance for all
interested in peace in the Middle East to be aware of the
specific aspects of this danger.
The first aspect or importance is related to American
policy in the Middle East. Much of the exaggerated
praise ol Sadat seems to imply that he is the only man
with talent and imaginati.on in Eg) pt. In addition. man)
Americans gi\e the impre.,si()n that it is someho\\
abnormal for an Egyptian leader to desire fri e nd!~
relation s with the Unit ed Stat e.,. The realit, is . of course.
different. The United States and Egyp·t ha\ e man y
reasons related to both U.S . and Egyptian national
interests for g()od relations . Friend!) U.S.- Egyptian
relations do not ha,c to depend upon the pe rsona lit) of a
particular indi, idual. They should rest on a foundation
or mut uall\ recogni,ed common interests .
·1 he imp.lied l'.l;1u:lw,io11 that the United States lost Its
on_I) a friend in Egypt when Sadat died easily become
a sdt:-fulrilling propheq . Vice President Husni Mubarak
1s dedicated to the memor~ of Sadat and recogni,es the

In a world.filled with hatred, he was a man ~/'hope. He
helped improve a world tormented by malice and
pettiness. Most important, he was a humanitarian
unafraid 10 make peace. America has lost a close.friend,
the world has lost a weat statesman. mankind has lost a
champion of peace.
President Ronald Reagan

·7--- --.-· - · - ......,

,,.

. .~

_In _all the step.\ I took I 1rn.,· not perf'ormi11g a personal
mis.mm. I 1ra.,· mere~r expre.,·sing the u-i/1 o/ a nation. I am
proud vf my people and <~l helon!(ing to them.
Today a ne1r dawn is emerging ow ol the darknes., of'
the past .
·
·
I.er us lt'urk togerher until the elm ('omes ll'hen ther
heat rheir s11·ords into plmrshares aiul their .,pears inr~>
pn,ning hooks.

talents of his late leader. There is no reason to believe that
Vice President Mubarak wants to reverse anv of Sadat's
major policies. However. if even Americans see~ !9 PS
expecting him to be re-thinking the close tics between the
United States and Egypt. he may begin to do so. He will
certainly be encouraged to do this by the enemies of the
United States and Sadat. Americans should make it clear
that they arc in full support of Sadat's successor. I believe
that the surest way to undermine the good U.S.-Egyptian
relations that arc one of Sadat's achievements is for
American leaders and commentators to imply that Vice
President Mubarak is not competent and that he may not
be a good friend of America. In other words. the praise by
his friends runs the risk of endangering an achievement of
Sadat.
Similarly. there is a danger to the peace between Israel
and Egypt. It is clear that the special character of Sadat's
leadership and personality was of critical importance in
achieving that peace. · without Sadat's imagination and
courage. such a peace would clearly not have been
possible in the 1970s. H owcver, if the treaty signed in
1979 is simply labeled "Sadat's treaty," there is the grave
danger that the treaty will cease to be effective in the
months after his death. Again. there is no reason to doubt
Vice President Mubarak's dedication to fulfilling the
treaty. It seems apparent that Mubarak shares Sadat's
conviction that the treaty is in the national interests of
Egypt. It seems clear that Mubarak regards the treaty as
being between Egypt and Israel. not between Sadat and
l!,rael.
It is. then. dangerous to imply that the treaty is simp ly
Sadat's. In Israeli eulogies of Sadat this implication is
perilously close to the surface. There arc Israeli leaders
who arc saying that Israel needs to reconsider the final
withdrawl from the Sinai Peninsula scheduled for next
April. In other words. some leading Israelis arc giving the
impression that they think the treaty was made with
Sadat rather than Egypt. If Israel indicates that it may
renege on its promises made in the treat y. there is no
reason to expect that Vice President Mubarak will not
feel free to do the same thing. However. at the present
time Mubarak has given no reason for believing that he
will not lead Egypt in fulfilling the conditions of the
treaty. The future of the treaty. in this way, rests as much
in the hands of the Israelis as it docs with Mubarak. An
exaggeration of Sadat's personal role may undermine the
permanence of one of his greatest achievements.
Finally. Sadat's achievements must be evaluated for
what they really were. One common theme in the eulogies
is that Sadat is a "man of peace.,. However. it is important
to guard against seeing Sadat as an altruisitc saint in a
world of violence. Sadat was a practical. praga·matic
leader. He was willing to lead his country into war (as he
showed in 1973) as he was to lead his country into peace.
He was primarily an Egyptian who was concerned about
his country and its future .
The remarkable achic\emcnt of Sadat. as a "man of
peace". is that he was willing to accept the idea that peace
could be a means for achieving national interest. This is
not to degenerate his accomplishments: rather. it gives
them ne\\ importance. In an era of obsessive concern over
first strike· capacity and the need for pre-emptive attack
as a basis of national security. it is of critical importance
to have imaginative leaders like Sadat who sec peace as a
means for national sccµrity.
In a way. one might say that the.great lesson that Sadat
tried to present to the countries in hi.s region and the
world is that the most effective pre-emptive strike-if one
wants pcacc--is .not military. Sadat as an Egyptian leader
used both types of pre-emptive strikes. In 1973. his
military attack gained some territory for Eg)ipt.
Howe,er. it was the "pre-emptive strike for peace." his
trip to Jerusalem. that regained Sinai for Egypt. It is as
the ~ind of pragmati~ "man . of peace" th.at s~dat
pr0\·1des an example from which all countries might
henefit.
Exaggc r.ated praise for him as a man of peace might
also endanger the real achievements of his life . Let us
hope that Sadat 's friends will not do. by their praise. what
hi s enemies cannot do with their bullets.

President Sadat at · the peace treat) signing between
Eg) pt and 1',rael at the White H()u se. March 26. 19 79

John 0. Voll teaches Middle-Eastern Historr here at
l'N H and has lived.in Egypt under huth Sadar and
Nas., ar
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Editorial
Transfers to join the ranks?
This fall, 691 students transferred to UXI I
from other schools. Not one of them was offered
on-campus housing.
TI1is is nothing new, as one employee hf
Residential Life pointed out. (TI1c employee
wished to remain al}onymous.
"They're low on the list of pri01;tics," the
employee added.
The students were told to expect this attitude'"
at tnmsfcr orientation.
"\Ve were ,·cry dear at orientation ( in telling
stuclcn ts) not to waste thci rt i met ryi ng to get oncam pus housing," said Martha Byam-Finckc,
assistant dean of students.
That Uni\·crsity officials openly udmit that one
group of students is disc1;minatcd against is
disturbing.
Residential Life is faced annually with a
problem. EYcry semester, there arc more
students who want on-campus housing than
there ure rooms to house them. Rcsiclcntial Life
sokes this problem hy assigning a p1iority to
each gmup of students. Xcw freshman have the

highest pdority. This seems fair enough.
Incoming exchange students arc assigned a "2."
.Again, fair. Group three, medical student rcadmitts, usually numbers less than ten. The
problem comes· with p1;01ity four.
"Cun-cttt on-campus residents," or group
number four, arc the last students who hU\T a
prayer of getting Unh·e1-sity housing. Most of
them, sophmores,juniors and seniors who want
to stay on campus, arc granted housing.
\\11ere docs this leaYe transfer students·!
Certainly not in UniYct-sity housing
A look at the priority system rcYeals an
inconsistencv.
Groups on~ and two ha,·e in common the fact
that students in hoth groups ha,·c ne,·cr before
attended the Uniwr~ity. Students in group four
haYe all attended UNII for at least one Year.
Transfer students like new freshman · und
exchange students, hU\·e ne,·er before been
students at UNII. But thc,·'rc ranked behind
group four.
·
Tn.msfcr students differ from freshman only in

that the\' ha,·c attended college. But, like
frcshma1{, most transfers know few, if am',
students at UNII. Most transfers arc al~o
unfamiliar with Durham.
For freshman, these arc not problems; dmm
life quickly produces friends, Famiiim·ity with
campus comes soon after liYing on-campus.
Transfer students, left to fen<l f<>r themsehrcs,
discm·er that finding off-campus housing is, in
itself a difficult prospect. For transfer students
the proces~ results in li,·ing alone in an
apartment or room, or in sharing li,·ing qmuters
with other students. If the transfer student is
lucky, he may get along with those students.
Often, that is not the case.
Tnmsfcr students dcscrYc to he ranked ahm·c
p1iority four. TI1ey share many of the problems
experienced by freshman, and all of the
difficulties encountered hy exclumgc students.
That these new students get housing, and
transfer students do not, docs not make sense.
Residential Life should recognize this inequity,
and rcsokc it.

E.S.

-----
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Sadat assassination

Peace

•

IS

a threat

By Martha Thomas
In less than u .Y·"-ar. Americans ha ve witnessed se veral
shootings. We arc aware of the bloodshed in El Sal vador,
and we have been told of the brutalitv in Iran . but the
specific murder attempts capture our attention and force
us to question the condition of our world .
The assassination of Anwar cl-Sadat was not the result
of idol-worship or passion for a teen-aged movie star.
Nor was it a statement about religion or insanity
delivered by way of the aging patriarch of Catholic
Christianity. It was rather the political assassination of a
man who represented peace to his own country and ours.
but traitorism . denial. and indifference to Palestine
and other Arab nati<.lns.
His murder is like those of John F. Kennedy and
Martin Luther King Jr,: a sign that prosperity and non- ·
violence arc not viable answers on this planet.
The nation from which Kennedy was ta Ken was one of
cager prosperity and hope . His administration has since

been referred to as .. Camelot. " But as in the legend.
certain basic human facts could not be controlled or
ignored in this society. For King Arthur. it was Lancelot's
lust for Guenevere: for Kennedy. the need to make a
statement about the ''imperial democracy" of which he
was monarch .
The Egypt from which Sadat was taken was not the
Egypt that he had been inaugurated president of. Since
his dismissa~ofSovict advisors in 1972 and his treaty with
Israel in 1979. the nation had evolved to one of a separate
peace (at the expense of other Arab nations). and the
spirit of his country was like that of Kennedy's time:
·characterized by hope and momentary relaxation from
the blind fear that ones' sons or daughters would die by
the bullets of Israelis. ( In Kcn·nedy's case. communists.)
Martin Luther King Jr. denied the aggressive politics
of Malcolm X ,ind the militant blacks of"thc sixties. For
King. equality could be achieved by the quiet proof of

intelligence and responsibility. But when his philosophy
was repeatedly challenged by beatings and slaughter of
black civil rights protagonists. and in 1966 when the
words to the song. "we sha11 overcome were angrily
changed to "we shall over-run."and the battle cry. "Black
Power!" broke the silence. it became apparent that the
placatory doctrine espoused by King was not a feasible
route to equality.
The assassination of Sadat. allegedly commited by
Islamic fundamentalists is more angry proof that peace is
a threat.
King. quoting the Bible. said, .. He who lives by the
sword shall perish by the sword," praying that his hope
and his example would spread throughout his world.
Unfortunately. the irony of that book was repeated when
King. the prince of peace for his people. was murdered.
The case of Sadat's Egypt is no different.

Letters
Carp ·
To the Editor:
I would like ~o respond to all those
letters under the title .. CARP" in the
October 6 edition of The N,•11·
Hamp.\·hire.
To our student President and
Senators I would like to say that us our
representatives you urc responsible for
trnck1ng down mlormation on
situations that the student bodv is not
familiar with . In a sense that is one of
the reasons we elected vou . I don't
know ull the rcusons • behind our
Gm·crnor's actions. but I have to trust
he acts on information I know nothing
about. I rcali1c th,11 you prob,1bly have
gathered information concerning
CARP ,ind its ;,1ffiliatc Rev. Moon's
Unification Church. Maybe this is why
the Scn.1tc sta\'ed neutml. Moon is a
force to be reckoned with .
For example. a few )'cars ago the
U.S. Semite was probing into the
Korean Scundals. The chairmun of the
in\'cstigation committee wus Donald
1-'rnzicr ( D-M inn.). He rccci\'cd
numerous phone calls warning not
mess with the Unification Church.
He did anyway ( Moon is from
Korea). The 1978 primaries were
coming up and the church went after
him . They printed up pamphlets stuting
how poor a job Frn1icr wus doing and
how he was a c,ommunist ( M oonics
totall,· denounce communists ). Then
they i"mportcd people from around the
countn to Minncsotta to do door to
door handing out pamphlets. Frn1.icr
didn 't cn:-n make it past the primaries
As u high official in the church pointed
out this is a message to the U.S. Senate-don't mess.
The message here is two-fold us far as
whether or not the Scnutc should ha\'c
li.lkcn .1 !.land . I don 't know. I don 't
ha,c all the information that I trust the
st ud e nt Sena te has .. Hut the
Unifa;ation Church is strong and now I
would like to addrc!ls Susan 0 . White.
one ol our a!lsociutc professors ol
political science.
I happen to rnluc th e "acadcmii.:
mission of LINH " but I 4 ucstion ho\\·
CARP l'ould help ii student find
" truth ." Idealistically and on appcr
the\ do claim to ha\'c ta lk sessions
abc;ut "truth ."
·
l he, don 't corer some of th e
philos;lphicul 4l1cslions you might run
into at a philosophy rap session . In fact
there is no di scussion of your pmition-·,·ou an: constant!\' bomba rd ed b\'
ihcir "truths · and philosoph ies . I hi s 1s
true or an y organin,tion hut in this case
a person is asked to shut down all other
acti, iti cs.
As Kim Butler (a former l NH
student) said . "It 's extreme 100 percent.
We slent four hours a nigh t. We ate.
slept and dreamt Moon . I was g1 , en
r nti tim e to mvsc lf. "lo me that doesn't
sound too ac,idcmic. If that's what a
stud ent wun ts th e~'II find a wa y to get 11
with o ut ha, ing a campus orga nllat ion .
I do n't krnrn \\ he re , ou ,tand Ms.
White but plea se conic d·crnn trom ) o ur
ideali stic and liberal pedesta l a nd check
the si tu ation ou t.
I bclic,c in freedo m. I a lso hche\l
that a person mu ,t nc somc w h.it of a
fo natil in order lo do so mcthng \\ell
Moon's go ne loo fa r. He calls hi mself
the second Chnst but do \OU th ink the
l1n,l one would ha\'c gone alter a

senator do defeat him'! Jesus did not
ha\'e to brainwash or hard sell ,mvonc.
He helped all e\'cn if they were enc-mies.
D.S.

To the Editor:

to join them. or that needed their uid
that they should be recognized us a
student organization. Even if the
people in fa\'or of CARP were a
minority. I also said that I personally.
can do without CARP and that they
might receive a lot of trouble from an
opposing student body. Simply. gi\'c
them a chance and let them take their
chances.
I do not feel like being labeled as
Rev. Ilg. and I do not plan on spending
four years of college running from
bothersome "moonics." thinking that I
am a full supporter and believer in their
cause. I am not a .. moonie"and do not
intend on being labeled as one.
In all seriousness. this article has
destroyed any respect I previously had
for The Neu· Hump:~hir<', and especially
The Inquiring Photographer. I am
asking you to print thix letter l show
my true thoughts that perhapi. we-re
purposely not printed hcfrirc.
Respectfully submitted.
Rjay Ilg

CARP seems to ha\'c raised some
tempers on campus Jatcly. Mine is
presently flared. but not as a
consequence of CARP. The blame goes
to those irrational students that once
ug.iin hme allowed their emotions to
cloud their reasoning.
I would like to add here that I am not
a member of CARP. I ha,c had no
association with CARP what-so-c\'cr.
and I h,1,·e no intention of changing this
status in the future. But I am a member
of this countrv where freedom of
speech. religion . and usscmbly .ire
suppose lo be taken for grnntcd . I am
merely doing my small part to nrnkc
certain they continue to be taken so.
That is the real issue here. Not
whether Re,·. Moon and his clan urc a
bunch of manipulating. braimrnshing
cultists that supposedly prey on
depressed. unstable. emotionally
disturbed st udcnts. If they a re guilty of
To the Editor:
these .ibuscs. then there arc designated
The Time for Action is Now!
channels to rc\'cul them and sec to it
.lust a few days ago I rccci\'cd a press
that they ure acted upon accordingly.
release from the American Council on
The i,suc is. what right docs this
Education (ACE). ,1 Washingtonllni,crsity hu,c dcpri,ing an~
orgunin1tion from assembling on thi!i based organitution that stressed the
campus'! In i:ase some of you ha\'C neC'cl for all persons concerned with the
proposed student uid cuts to take
forgotten. the \'Cry lirst amendment to
our J-cdcral Constitution gmmmtccs llction .
The press release cmpha!.itcd the
religious I recd om and freedom of
seriousness of the cuts that were made
asscmblv.
b\' the Senate Labor
Health and
Or if )'OU 'd rather get down to grass
Human Services
Education
roots. Art. 5 of our N.H. constitution
Appropriations Subcommittee on
states "E,·en· indi,·idual has a natural
Sept. 16.
and unalieni1hlc right to worship God
The fiscal year '82 Appropriations
according to the dictates of his own
bill for I.,1bor
HHS
Education
conscicni:c and rcason: .... or for his
may he replaced b) a continuing
religious prokssion. sentiments or
Resolution which would impose e\'cn
persuasion: prO\·idcd he doth not
greater cuts in student aid. Our
disturb the public peace .... "
II the Moonie!-1 hm e to go. how long senators in Washington (Gordon
Humphrey and Warren Rudman) urc
will it be before others arc forced to
scheduled to \'otc on this matter toda\'.
folio,\ '! .Then Who'! l'hc Communist
Tuesda\'. Oct. 6. This date ha s bc~n
Party'! Perhaps C\'Cn our own down to
earth Democrats and Republican!.. changed already so it may be subject to
change again .
And if e,cry town or campus follow!.
Action must still be taken bv the
Durham. then we might as well discard
Hou!lc.: of Represcnt:1ti\'Cs anci the
the Con st it ut ion bcca use its sm.: rcd
tcntati,c date slated for their \'Ole is
d o c l l'I n c :-. ,, i I I h a \ l' b l " c o m c
in c on se quential and totall y next ·1 hursday. Oct. 15 . This gi\Cs us
time lo contact our Congressmen.
in,ignil'ica nt
Norman E. D'Amour, and .I udd Gregg
I am so rr,· m,· dear l'ncnds. but
organitations· lik~ the Moonies, -the (1' . H . ) and share.: with them our
concerns about this bill.
Communi,ts. the Cathohe Chun:h. the
l'hc effects ol the bill would be
I>cmo crnt s and Republicam arc
dramatic for the.: cstimutcd c.:ut!I "could
mere I~ inC\ itablc co1l!lc4ucncl'S of a
free socict \ . And 11 is mcrch· our I rec eliminate 1.063.000 awards for low and
middle income college students during
thinking· that dct c rmin·cs thci1
the 1982-83 school ,·car."
prosperity or demise.IA break down o(thcsc cut!. rc,caled
.Jim Fmond
the following:
l ' '\ H Du rham
Pell Grants which oiler aid to the
"need iest students" would hu\'c to
c/imi11utt• ()()0,000 currem/_1 e/igihle
st ud cnts in the 1982-83 academic vcur.
To the Ed itor:
This means that any student rn;m a
I am writing in regard to an interview
lamily earning more than $18,000
printed in the October 6 isssuc of The
annually would be ineligible to rccciYc
New Hamp.\'hire. The article singled me
th is aid which allows for a maximum
out ,ery well. making me sound ,en
grant ol $ 1,800 .
pro -( A RP h y s urround ing m,
Supplemental Grants \HHlld abo he
attit udes to,, a rd CARP with fi,c other
cut h, 42 pe rcent. climinat111g a total ol
anti-C ARP \ 1cws.
270.000 stud ents
··1 am cx u cmcl) indigpant mer th e
Direct Loans arc al so 111 danger o l
con te nt of th is a rt ic le. It did c, p rcs,
se rious cut,. ·1he Se na te subco mmittee
some of the thin g, I suid . but !ailed to
note oth er points t hat I led dcse n c actio n would res ult in / 43.00() /e11w
mention. I did sa\ tha t ii the) (( A RP ) r~upte/lls of the Dir ·ct Loan s.
State Student lncentfre Granh; arc
had enoug h support ol people \\anting

Budget

facing u dramatic cut as well. In this
case a $26 million cut would result in i.l
/c,.\·.-. of' $5] million for the 1982-83
academic year. eliminating 50,000

committee feel the total budget should
be. they will call for more cuts and the
House and Senate will have to
introduce new bills in late October or
.wm/emJ.
early November. This means our stutc
These reductions in finuncial aid . senators and representatives will have
reflect the efforts of our rcprcscntati\'cs
to vote again. The chance of this S(.-,;:ond
to meet the president's request for a 12
round of cuts is extremely likely.
percent ucross the board reduction .
We ha\'c to act now. In 1980-81 we
President Reagan has emphasized that
had 3,038 students at lJ NH receiving
his economic program is geared toward
Pell Grants (BEOG's) for a total of
"rebuilding" the economy. yet how can
$2.816.869. Supplemental Grants
this be achic\'cd if our educational
(SEOG'S) were rccciwd by 1.340
structure is eroded to such a degree'!
students here for a total of $1.175.29S . t
The progress or our society largely
College Work Study included 2.365 of
depends upon the pool of talented and
us for a total of $2,448.725.
educated people that graduate from
If Pell Grant applicants at UNH •
our colleges and universities.
were cut by just 10<;; . the entire
Remember that these reductions
population of Hunter. Gibbs. and
would not affect us until the 1982-83
Engelhardt Halls would reflect the
academic year. It seems too easy to sit
number of people not getting this type
back und not take any action because
of aid.
the s4uce1c is not being felt this
As it stands. the figure will he much
semester. You may not rccogni,c uny
higher than IO'ii . Instead of the
difference in financial uid this fall:
government giving students more
howe\'cr. do not be misled. The effects
money. they want to change the "Cost
of any legislative action would not be
of Current Law . " This means
c\'idcnt until you apply for loans and
tightening federal guidelines to make
grnnts for the 1982-83 academic year.
less people cligib1c. President Reagan
Act now by contacting senators.
strongly supports changing current
Gordon .I . Humphrey and Warren
guidelines instead of pumping in the
Rudman or Congressmen. Normun E.
money needed to keep up with current
D'Amours and Judd Gregg.
eligibility guidelines .
If these cuts arc imposed.
We need to let Senator Rudman and
educational opportunities would he
Senator Humphrey know our feelings
denied to manv. and vou could be one
on the financial aid issue. Tell them our
of those unfr1rtunatc ,·ictims of this instate tuition went up $400 and that
"shortsighted" plan.
additional financial aid cuts will hurt
Sinccrclv.
UN H hcyond repair. I.ct Sen.
Di.me E. Hamlin
Humphrc) know it's election time
Student ·1rustcc
again and that as voters we will
carefully Watch the outcome of his
\Oles. He needs to receive many letters
before he even begins to consider the
·1o the Editor:
student's point of view. So in closing. I
UN H st udcnts arc facing serious cuts
ask you to wri te to our senators
in financial aid and prospects for the
immediately. Students For The
future look even worse. Tuesday the
University will set upa tahlc in the Mub
House passed H.R . 4560 which would
next week to help encourage letter
effccti\'cly reduce Pell Grants
writing and ulso will pay the postage on
( HEOG\) h~ 130 million dollars . In the
your letters. You may also drop letters
meantime. the Senate Appropriations
off in the Student Senate Office. rm.
Education Subcommittee is looking
130 M lJ Hund we'll mail them out with ,
into cuts of its own . which. as the Neuthe correct postage.
Hump ...hire prc\'iously reported. would
Larry Lesieur
eliminate 1.063.000 awards for low and
SFU Chairperson
middle income college students during
the 1982- 1983 year.
Now President Reagan has asked for
Senator Wurrcn 8 . Rudman
12<·, more in cuts which would reduce
3313 Dirksen Scnutc Office Building
the proposed Senate BEOG levels by
Washington. D.C'. 20510
another 200 million dollars. In
(202) 224-3324
addition . he is also looklng for cuts in
College Work Study to 484 million
Senator Gordon Humphrey
dollars. u funding le\'cl left pre\'iously
6205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
unscathed by both H ousc and Senate at
Washington. D.C. 205 IO
550 million dollars. On the rest of the
(202) 224-2841
fcdcrnl grnnts. Reagan has expressed
800-852-3714
figures that currently lie between the
House and Senate Committee's
sep.irntc figures .
As pre\'iously mentioned. the House
-about letterspassed their \'crsion of the financial aid
package but the full Senate ha s not
Th,• Nell' Hampshire accepts all
\'otcd on their le\cl of appropriations
responsible letters to the editor and
)Cl ,ind arc not expected to- formall y
prints them as space allows. but
head Appropriution's recommendatcannot guarantee the inclusion of'any
ions until next week when they \'otc on
letter.
it. The two bills then will l!O to
All letters must he typed . double

1

1

reconciliation h, Hou~ c-Scnatc
conference. 1 he nc;l major step is that
a budget comm ittee adds up the total
amount of budget rl·qu c.sts b~ such
departments a!. dcl'cnsc (o,cr 200
billi o n dolla rs ) and education (.lO
btlhon. hi gher education ,1ccounts for
15 billion befo re all\ cuts) If the total
am o unt of a ll these oepa rtmcnts
exceeds what the President and the

~paced and a ma ximum of 500 "ords
in order to nc printed . All lette rs arc
suhjl·c.:tcd to minor editing. Final
dcdsions on le tter, a rc the editor \.
Ma il letter!. to ·1 he Ed ito r. The
,\ c 11
Ha111 p.,h11·c, Room 151 .
Mem orial l '11 1on Bu ild ing. lJN H .
Durham. i\ H. 03824
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UNH BOOKSTORE'S
87th Anniversary Sal.e

October 12-16
Studen ts, faculty and staff
You are invited to attend our first annual anniversary sale which is 87 years late but just In time
to Introduce new students to the
resources at the Hewitt Hall store and to thank all students, faculty and staff for their continue
d patronage.

Celebr ation Specia ls
MONDA Y Oct. 12 Columb us Day
30% off the list price on all student maps, all atlases, all travel books and 30% off on all books In
our sailing

and nautical section

TUESD AY Oct. 13 New England Day
30% off the list price on all books In our large New England section
WEDNE SDAY Oct.14 Reference Day
All general reference listed below at 30% off the 11st price
Monarch Notes, Schaum's Outlines Made Simple series, test preparation guides, Anamods-Anatom
lcal models
American Heritage Dictionary, All Russian, Arabic or Japanese Dictionaries. All Vls-ed foreign
language flash cards. All WIiey Seit
Teaching Guides

THURS DAY - Supplies Day
All wire bound noteboo ks 20% off; All Scotch Tape 20% off; Highligh ters 20% off; Pentel pencils
20% off; All pad paper 20%

off

FRIDAY - Solar Patio Day
Let us introduc e you to our solar heated patio with 30% off list price on all books in the followin
g areas: Cookboo ks, Best Sellers,
Biograph y, Crafts, Energy, Art and UNH Authors.

ALL WEEK SPECIA LS!
1 0% off all textbooks!!
1 0% off all special orders placed Monday-Friday
20% off from the list price on any book not already discounted or on sale.

Apple Cider and Refresh ments!
If a star appears on your register tape, we will take an additional 1 0% off!
Please join us for this special event. We want you to discover the resources available at the UNH
Bookstore and look forward to
meeting you.

Future Bookstore Building and Hewitt Hall
1893
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Arts & Features
Scram ble and flying cup cakes over easy
The pilot takes a deep breath, steps back from the
joystick briefly, wipes his palms on his pants. Now the
aircraft. refueled and trailing a plume of multicolored smoke. begins its trek over the jagged terrain.
Over the first rise, a surface-to-air missile fires and
hits the jet. With a guttural roar, the craft explodes.
A friend laughs and slaps the pilot on the back.
They are both standing in front of a Scrarribleconsole,
a new video game that is the biggest thing to hit
arcades since Asteroids.
Produced by Stern Electronics Inc., Scramhle is
one of a new generation of color video games. !he
engineers at Stern have made full use of that option:
this is obvious to anyone observing the game. The
landscape begins as bright green, dotted with red.
yellow and blue missiles, fuel storage tanks a nd
mysterious nodules worth ·anywhere between 100 a nd
300 points. Colors change frequent ly as the ga me
progresses ..,.
But there is more to Scramble than color. There has
to be. Just look at the game at virtually any time of the
day. A player stares fixedly into the screen. sometimes
wrenching his body as he tries to avoid missiles,
cupcake-shaped monsters that travel in sine waves.
flaming comets that cannot be killed, or worse.
Hordes of onlookers, many of them hopelessly
addicted themselves, watch in awe. Or horror. Or in
self-fightcous satisfaction if the pilot meets a firey end.
Seasoned players know that end is wai ting around
any corner. It can come at any time.
But the Scramble player is equipped to meet this
danger. He has a mission. And that is what makes
Scramble special. There is an obiect to the game. Past
the missile~. past the cupcakes. and past all the other
objects hurled at the player with hell-like passion,
there is a base. It is the pilots job to destroy that base.
The game starts with a rousing selection from the_
William Tc'II overture: evidence that this theme ot
Mission is not an accident. An experienced player
knows what danger waits for him over the first crest.
and drops two bombs accordingly. (Any player who•s
worth his salt will tell you that bombs are alway~·
dropped in pairs. That's how many your bomb crew:.
get ready for you at a given time. Only after a few
seconds can you drop more bombs.)
With luck. the first two bombs hit at least one ol the
missiles. clearing way for the pilot to drop down and
strafe the rest of them. They explode in pink and green
splotches, tbe aircraft passing harmlessly through.
There is a steep declivity after the first set of missiles,
and the player. drops down, after dropping bombs. to
strafe the terrain. which is rife with missi les, fuel tanks
· .
and mystery nodules.
The missiles and nodules arc important to hit: the
former to prevent them from hitting you. and the
latter to add points. But nei ther of these targets
compare in importance to the fuel tanks.
At the bottom of the screen is a linear guagc. It is
labeled "Fuel" and it most always goes down. When it
runs out. an act of God can't save you . f-ortunatcly ,

..

"!\ """'

Neck muscles tense as author scrambles. (Tim torette photo)
there is a way to replenish a dwindling fuel suppl)
simply hit the fuel tanks. 1--or players used ,to the art of
precision fuel bombing. this is no problem. But a
novice player often can be identified by the low
pitched 'whumping" the machine emits whenc\'cr the
f ucl is close to running out.
Just when a new player think~ he has the game
mastered, the "Cave Killers" appear. Some players

and a c a lllera
What do fake grass. fog
machines. fi ngcrnai I cl ippcd
honda wheels, and vaselinc shined
door panels ha\'e in common'?
To Marshall Lcffcrts. a
photographer from Hollywood,
they arc along with his camera and
crew his professional tools.
Lcfferts was the first speaker in
UNH's Distinguished Alumni
Series . He spoke before a
collection of artists and interested
students at Tuesda) afternoon's
Art talk in the Paul Creative Arts
Center.
Lcffcrts said that there were
certain professors within the art
department that "instilled a spark
within him" when he was a student.
After graduating with a degree in
Art from UNH in 1967. Ldlcrts
went on to study design at The Arts
Center College in Los Angeles.
Today Leffcrts opera tes the largest
commercial photogra phy stud io in
Hollyi·ood.
Lefferts work ce nters mainly
around M us tangs. Toyotas, and
Cclicas. He also docs some fashion
and cigarette photography. He
said that he likes to stay away from
working with celebrities as they arc
too " rigid and uptight." In a n
assignment t hat he d id wi th Ray
Charles. Leffert s had to do the
whole thing in 15 minutes bl:cause
Charles was so unpleasant.
Photographic Prep work
usually takes. an\'wherc from four
to fi\·c hours. The set has to be
perfect. so perfect that it .1s not

.t
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Grass, fog, nail clippers,
By Peggy Walsh

, .

'·· •·"."'· ··"""'---·

unusual to use fingernail clippers
on tire wheels irt order to remove
unwanted rubber threads that
might get in the way of a sharp
photograph .
l.cfferts also uses rain storm
machines that can be rented at
$500 dollars a shot , in order to
create any specific atmosphere that
the advertiser desires . He houses
over 7000 square feet of linoleum
in his California studio as well as
yards and yards of white fabric
which he sets up in order to create a
cove effect. This prc\.cnts any
disturbing reflections on the
automobiles while photographing.
His studio is so well designed
and perfected that Lcfferts is ab le
to take photograph~ of
automobiles that one would swear
were taken in a dea lers showroom.
When working outside of the
studio, Lcffcrts prefers to shoot
before sun rise and just after sunset.
He said that at these times the
whole sky is the lighting source a nd
there arc no reflections. Open
locations work best. and Lefferts
has worked in A laska. New York
State. and S towe Ve rmon t as well
as various a reas of Ca lifornia .
When shooting in these
locations, Lefferts uses a polaroid
camera so that an instant image is
available for the art directors•
approval. Big ad\·crtisers can pay
a nywherc from $200.000 t o
$300,000 to p lace an ad. The sets
and photos must l ·
must have a \\-Ork
While ai_UN H

book on ··arti~t1c creative flow"
that had a "professional influence"
on him. He described· this term as
the feeling an artist has when
looking at an accomplished work
ol art. If the work communicates
the same initial feeling tha·t the
artist had when he began the work,
then it is considered a work of art.

by Einar Sunde

call them .. Yellow guys."
These denizens travel in a reckless sine-wave
pattern. To complicate matters, the top of the screen
becomes jagged. creating a cavern effect. Hence the
name ••cave Killers."
If the player managed to evade these beasts, and hit
enough fuel tanks, and avoid impaling his craft on the
cave walls, he is rewarded by the ·•comets."
Comets are the third level of defense the game
employs to defend its base. There is even a gauge.at the
top of the screen to show what level the player has
attained. (These Stern guys don't miss a trick.)
Comets travel in strai~hl lines. They move at a
constant rate. What then, is so difficutt about l}ittfog
them'!
Nothing. The problem is, hitting the damn things
has no effect. Not even a noise. Or a bursl of color.
What arc these guys up to '!
The trick to this level it turns out is to stick close to
the ground, hopping over the rises quickly to avoid
oncoming comets.
By t he time the pilot reaches the fourth level his eyes
have ceased moving. He no longer blinks. His face and
neck muscles arc rock. He foams at the mouth slightly.
He\ beaten this machine so far and nothing is going to
stop him now.
The fourth level is commonly referred to as .. the
citY:" The city is tall, leaving precious little room for
flying. And strafing is not possible. All the missiles arc
in hardened silos, waiting tor the jet to pass fractions
of an inch above. Then they launch.
If the pilot makes it over the city without being
blown into a colorful splotch, he has accomplished
something. He enters the fifth level feeling cocky.
What else could Stern pos:ibly hurl'!
The rocket-powered craft enters a small ccnridor.
So small that the jct has next to no room to move. And
at the end of the corridor is-- a fuel tank'! These arc
vaporised easily with a few rounds of laser fire. But at
the end of the channel a shaft leads above to another
thin gorge . If the move is not executed with the
precision of a surgeon. the ship meets the wall.
Another fuel waits in the upper channel. This is the
"Maze." the most treacherous part of the journey.
Next-to-perfect flying is required to slip through
increasingly difficult passages, many filled with fuel
tanks.
The strain shows on the face of the pilot. His
friends. and strangers. watch in awe as the sweat
shines his forehead. as each move nearly wrenches the
joystick from its nest, as the ship glides swiftly through
the corridors. The staccato of laser fire is muffled by
the exploding fuel tanks. Finally the pilot rs through.
"What comes now'!" asks one intrigued onlooker.
"Ba$C," whispers another.
lhe jct passes over some tall columns. Immediately
past one of them the player drops his ship sharply.
falling between two vertical walls. down to The Base.
The craft drops in front of a small, roundish obJect
With one bomb. the base is destroyed . It seems anticlimactic.

Although photographs arc more
ob,1ectivc in their feeling than other
forms of art work, Lcffcrts
explained that if this same initial
feeling comes across with the
finished product then the piece is
successful.
.. Advertising is creating and
making a picture from basically

Marshall t efferts at his Hollywood studio. (courtesy ph oto)

nothing." Lcfferts explained the
artist must work from scratch and
create the whole environment."
Unlike many impoverished
artists, Lcfferts is alive and
financialy successful is his own
time. In the publics eye, this is what
makes Marshall Lefferts an
accomplished artist.
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Baroque Inusic opens
departIDent series
By Stephen Trimble

It caIDe froID outer' the MUB
(Jonathon Blake photo)
I

Tuesday evening. the University
of New Hampshire Department of
Music opened its 1981-82
performance season with a faculty
recital before 125 people. The
performance. in the University Art
Galleries. was organi7cd by
Assistant Professor of Music
Robert Stibler.
The program consisted of five
sonatas from the Kromeri7
Archive collection. The Sonata a 5
by Schmel1.cr gave the oboist an
opportunity to display his talent in
a prolific manner. The Sonata a 6.
anonymous. edited by Stibler.
featured a fine motive with the
violins answering the trumpets.
The distinct baroque style was
evident in each piece. Each of the
nine performers complemented
each other's playing.
The music is from an unusual
collection. the baroque trumpet
music from the Kromeriz Archive.
In the early 20th century. two
musicologists disc(nered the
collection of Karl LiechtensteinKastclhorn, the Prince Bishop of
Olomouc, in a chapel locatcd in the
Czechoslovakian province of
K romcriz. The collection is now on
display at Syracuse University.
according to Stib ler. who
introduced each piece by
exp laining it and outlining the
history of the collection.
The recita l was held in the art
gallery because. "It provides a
more relaxed atmosphere and it
makes it more accessible to
people." said Stibler.
Stib lcr enjoys playing in small
ensembles because there is no
conductor. "However." he said.
"not having a conductor is no

excuse for a poor performance." In
this type of group. each musician
must give and take, so as not to
outperform the others .
"This group. a baroque chamber
ensemble. differs slightly from a
chamber orchestra in that a
chamber orchestra has at least
three string players for each part.
while the baroque chamber
ensemble has only one or two
string players for each part." said
Stiblcr.
He also likes performing
baroque because it contains a large
trumpet repertoire and the
Baroque period was the Golden
~ge of the trumpet. Trumpet
l1terat ure reached its summit
during this time. The following
period. the Classical. experienced
a change in style. and since then
there has been a decline in prolific
trumpet music for the solo
instrument. However. Stibler
anticipates an incn:asc in the
trumpet literature in the future.
Stiblcr said there arc three
purposes for musical programs at
UNH. They give the music major
an opportunity to hear live music:
they_ al!ow the faculty to develop
proless1onally: and thcv scnc the
cultural needs of the C(lmmunitv.
Stibler would like to sec m(;rc
people attend the various concerts.
The small audiences. he said. stem
from the lack of money. "Other
departments arc facing the same
problem the music department is
confronting. There is money to
buy t he ncccssarv items like sheet
music. but the extras. like
advertising, arc placed on a lesser
part of the budget. There is just not
enough money to promote more
widely," said Stiblcr.
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FACE TO FACE

Friday, October 9th
Students $2.25
Non-Studen ts $3.00

LINES
Saturday, October 10th
Admission $1.75

WATCH FRIDA Y'S PAPER FOR DISCOUNT SPECIALS

Doors open at 8:00
UNH ID /Proof of Age required
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TRANSITIONS

ALUMNI
HOCKEY GAME

"Brushing Up Your
Rusty Skills''

SNIVELY ARENA
OCTOBER 16 7:00 P.M.
POSTGAME
RECEPTION
AT THE ELLIOTT
ALUMNI CENTER
9:00 TO
MIDNIGHT

Sarah Seder, Assistant Director/ Counselor
Training in Academic Skills (TASK)

Date: October 13, 1981
Time: 12:30 - 2:00
Place: MU.B, Hanover Room

TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT
THE ATHLETIC
TICKET
OFFICE

One of a series of informal workshops
and presentations on issues of interest to
returning students.

An opportunity to meet friends and share
common concerns.
For information contact Cynthia Shar 862-2090

PROCEEDS
TO UNH HOCKEY

-

A LUNCHTIME SERIES
FOR NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS

(First of a five part series)

Sexual Harassment: A Hidde·n Issue
Myths vs. Facts
Myth: Sexual harassment only affects a few women

Fact: Several surveys have documented the
widespread nature of sexual harassment. In
one study. 88% of the respondents said they
had experienced one or more forms of
unwanted sexual advances on the job.

Myth: Sexual harassment is rare on the campus.

Fact: Women have only recently begun to talk
about the long hidden problem of sexual
harassment of students. staff. and faculty.
Fear of ridicule. and a sense of hopelessness
about the problem and a feeling that ifs a
"personal" dilemma have kept the problem
concealed.
Myth: Women should ignore sexual harassment
when it occurs.

Fact: In one survey. 33% of those reporting sexual
~arassment tried to ignore the unwanted
ttentions. In 75% of these. the harassment
continued or became worse. One quarter of
the women who ignored the sexual
propositions received unwarranted
reprimands from their bosses or had their
workloads increased.

Myth: Sexual harassment is not harassment at all.
It is a purely personal matter between men
and women. It's a fact of life.
Myth: If a women really wants to discourage
unwanted sexual attention. she can do so. If
she's sexually harassed. she must have asked
for it.

Fact: Many men belieye a woman•s "no" is really
"yes". and therefore do not accept ·her
refusal. Additionally, when a man is in a
position of power, such as an employer or
teacher, the woman maybe coerced or feel
forced to submit.

Myth: Most charges of sexual harassment are false .
Women use these charges as a way of
"getting back'~at a man with whom they arc
angry.

Fact: Women who openly charge harassment are
often not believed. may be ridiculed. may
lose their job. be given a bad grade or be
mistreated in some other way. Women have
little to gain from false charges.

Fact: When a woman is coerced by a professor or
her employer. she is not always in a position
to readily reject ,such overtures, or if she
does, she may face adverse reactions.
Several courts have ruled that sexual
harassment on the job constitutes sex
discrimination under Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act. and in some instances have
awarded damages to women. Whether
sexual harassment against students
constitutes sex discrimination under Title
IX of the Education Amendments is now
under litigation. Regardless of the legal
outcome. students face a chilling climate for
teaming if sexual harassment is permitted or
indirectly condoned.
Sposored by the Dean of Students Office in
conjunction with :
Affirmative Action Office
Commission on the Status of Women
Counseling and Testing Service
C_
ool Aid ,
Office of _
R esidential Life

Adapted from a pamphlet "Sexual Harassment
at the Workplace ", published by the Alliance
Against Sexual Coercion , P.o. Box 1,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139 and The Review.
October 12, 1979.
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HALLOWEE'EN
HEADQUA~TERS
Rubber Masks with:
fur, blood & falling eyes
Make U ColorS_:
clown white and -minstrel black
Fabric
Vampire Nails
Candy

-'CATS -

NIGHT· GRILL

( continued from page 24)
intensely as in years past. There is
the Woodman-Robinson trophy
which is i1w~m{ed to th1,•·winnl.'r of
the school seri_e s ii~ all V,11}ity
sports arid the Brice-Cowell
muskt:t to he av.ardep to
Saturdav's winner. but the real
importance of Saturday\ game is
the fact that UN H is undefeated in
conference play and to ha\'C a shot
at the title th~y must continue to
win.
"A lot of people in my time
looked at Maine a lot differentl\'."
Carbonneau · said. "[ just h<lpc
we're mentally prepared ."

In the MUB Cafeteria

Chili, Salads, Burgers
and Hot Dogs
Monday-Th~ rsday·
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4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
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-~----~~~---GAYS~ --------r~----~~~P~A :~4.~0~------,
Spaghetti Dinner held on Sept. 21.
Getting 1n t~>tich wi(li · olhc'r"
groups from around New Engla_nd
is something else that he would like
to sec happen. said Chase.
The CGA meetings arc held
alternating Monday and Tuesday
nights at 7 p.m. in the Phillip Hale
Room of Paul Crativc Arts

( continued from page 3)
,;,
building. Upcoming events arc
posted in the Calendar of the New
Ha!'llpshire.
The group is open to anyone.
regardless of their sexual
preference. "Anybody should feel
comfortable coming to the group."
said Chase ... Almost everyone of
campus c;an use some awareness or

Call Bert Jackson -: .The Honda Expert

informat~on."
"We try and make sure that the
group is available as a resource.
That\ what we should be there
for." slated Chase. K ri~ agreed.
"We're trying to gain support. if we
can just get people lo take
advantage of this opportunity."

at Ed Byrnes, Inc.

for your Honda Education
742-1676

Organizational Meeting

UNH ·

-----POLICE----..

.•

..

Arnl'>ld with •hl" ,sc~urity .division.
A F SC M E works to g.i.~·c
employees a say in the conditions
of work. procedure for discipline
and promotion. and the

(continued from page 3)

nc~otiation of fringe benefits.
, i,
:sears said he is satisificd with
tc.lations- with the University,
however.
"You know when you get here
you're not going to get paid a lot."

SHARE
THE

Monday, Oct. 1 2

7:00 pm

Senate Room-MUB
,,

BIKE
19 ,Jenkins Court Durham
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon-Sat.

ON SALE

OF
LIVING.

BIKE
HOC'KEY
BROOKS SHOES

!

CHRISTI.AN
rJ,,tTAN PRO

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

..

he said. ••But the benefits are better
here than a lot of other places."
Emplovccs will be receiving the
le~islatively approved nine percent
increase in salary. possibly in next
week's paycheck .

BURHAM

-COST

,.

Figure Skating Club

868-"5634

4000 IIIS 2 FOR $9.95

1-lIR 2

}<,OR $14.95

J)~:MON8,.PRATOR BIKJ-<:S UP TO

snoo
()}<'}<,.

'
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THESE GRADUATES KNOW WHAT
AN MBA FROM RUTGERS
CAN DO FOR YOUR CAREER.

Rutgers
MBA

andyour
career
An MBA from Rutgers can
greatly enhance your career as
you study the decision-making
-process in finance, marketing,
production, personnel, accounting, computer science and international business. You can study
full time or part time at one of the
nation's outstanding universities,
Rutgers,with an internationally
re_cognized faculty.
For more information complete
and r~turn the coupon below.
AACSB* accredited programs
·begin in September, February and
June at two convenient locations,
Rutgers Newark and New
Brunswick Campuses.
Do something for your care~r
today ... learn more about what
the Rutgers MBA program can do
for you.

Walter H. Braun, Director,
Systems and Advanced
Techr,ology Engineering,
RCA American Communlca •
tlons, Princeton, N.J. "The
Rutgers faculty's exposure to
the arenas of business
permitted them to bring
theory, tempered by actuality.
to the classroom . It was
stimulating, tough and fun. "

For more information call the Department of
Recreational Sports. 862-2031

You'll enjoy our
class.

if.\

Joan L. Westernik , Market
Researc:'h Analyst, Union
Carbide Corporation. Linde
Division. New York. .. Rutgers
MBA opened up unlimited
horizons for career growth
and personal satislaclion. · ·

Old Dover Rd. Newington

Carolyn A. Dunn, Product
Manager, Welch Foods, I~ .• .
Westfield, N. Y. "Rutgers
has trained me to evaluate
data In massive quantities, to
extract what Is relevant, and
to use the Information to make
decisions."

Ellis M. Balsam, C.P.A.,
Manager, Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell I Co., Los Angeles,
CA. "Rutgers provided me
with tile highly specialized
program In Professional
Accounting .. .and enabled
me to attain a well• rounded
view of tile business world."

JV~ GRAOUATESCHOOL
-7/Jri~ OF MANAGEMENT

RUTGERS
THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY

92 New Street, Newark, N. J. 07102
Please send me full information on your

MBA

program.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• Accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business

Weekly practices are held
Tues. and Thur. noons
from 12:30. - 2 p.m.
and
Wed. evenings 8:45 - 10:45
in Snively Arena

Citv-----Stltt·_ _...,zi.,_p_ _

Hannon's
16 Third St. Dover
~11c£«1ttf~Hner «ii@
!fe«r/r -J @dwickes
0.Jt«l/fy Sli«h «n&tJe«foaC
{p~e 0/JIM fi[ /iqflrc/oslltff -cJi,,e

sefe~fioft 0[111tporfer£ fMl.li'o-ao11testic

Df:ef:f IJl1rfWHte.
c«s«arrfress .ofo re.rerrt1fio1ts ,reeaer£
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Having
Difficulty
Finding ,a Charter Bus
Company Still
·In Business?

Opening on October 12
on the corner of Youngs Restaurant
in Downtown Durham

HEN LOOK NO FURTHER ..

OYSTER RIVER
TRANSPO RTATION
DINEEN BUS LINES
Still Serving UN H, its dormitories
fraternities, sororities, commuters
and all other campus groups

Specializing in Quality Color Printing 1n
our own local ·1ab
*No extra charge for one day service on color
print films.

Your Choice Of Coaches or School Buses
At Reasonable Rates

Dial 748-3200 (local, 7-digit call from Durham)

*Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back
* Ask about Student Discounts

or, if no answer 207-439-4440

THE WORLD
IS YOUR CAMPUS

STUDENT DISCOUN T
NITE
10% OFF
WITH VALIDATE D ID
Two World iliner~ries are
offered in 1982, sponsored by
the University of Pittsburgh.

WEDNES DAY

AROUND THE WORLD: sails ~lard1 ·L 198:!
from Ft. Laudndall' - Spain, Grl'l'<."l'.

EHYPI. lsrat• I. l11d~a. Sri Lanka. Philippirws.
HonR Kon~. Taiwan, Korea, Japan .

AROllNl> THE WOHLD: sails St•pt. 8. 198:! from Sl•attll•.
~l11rt· than liO 1111iv1•rsitv co11rs1•s. with i11-porl and vo\·,1~t'-rt•l;ited t>lllphasis. Fc1n1lt, fro111
l l11iv1•rsity of l'illshur~II ;u1d otlwr lt•adin~ 11nin•rsit1l'S illlWlll'llll•d h, ,.L,ili11~ ,m•a 1•x11t•rls.

LUNCH
Mon.-Fri. 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Optionill tours. i11d11din~ spt'l ial trnirs i11111 tlw Pt>opk's l{l•pul>lil· of Chnw. a\·ililahll'
l'arlinpatio11 is opl'n to qualitil•d ~tlltll•llls frolll all aren•ditt•d rnlll'!,lt•s and 1111in•rsit1t•s Sl'lllt'Slt'r
at Sl'il ;1tl111ils st11dt•111s without rt•!,lartl to rnlur. ran• or rrt•t•cl . Till' S.S. l niVl'rSt' is fully .iircomliti111Wtl. 18.000 tons. rl·~isll'H'll in l.ihPtiil and huilt i11 .-\nlt'rira.

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh.
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in
California call (714) 771-6590).

Repre.fentatfre will ht.•;,, the .lll 'H

011

DINNER
Mon-Thurs.: 4:00-8:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.: 4:00-9:00
Sun. 4:00-8:00

rue.-... 0£'1. 13 u11d Thur.-. .. Oct. 15

1fJ:3() o.m. - 2:(J() p.m.

*dosed 2:00-4:00 daily

CLASSIFIED
][§]
1970 Volkswagon Bus, Rebuilt motor
w1tl1 5,000 miles on 1t. Good shape.
$1000 or best offer Call 749 -5729 after
6 00 p.rn.
Autos for sale V W Super Beetle 1975,
Super condition; sunroof almost mint
cond1t1on
In appearance and
mechanically; collector's item. $2900;
868 -2884 evern11-gs.
·
For Sale 1972 VW Superbeetle, 200
miles on rebuilt engine. Excellent
cond1t1on. Call Jay 862 - 1489
Buy 1 Schwinn Continenta l 10 speed
$5,000. Get 1 1980 Honda Accord Free.
C;lll 749-0073. 10, 16
R.11chle Hiking Boots Made· 1n
Switzerland, $25. v1bram soles. women 's
s11e 6 1,,·, like new-bought too small, come
to Room 218 Nesmith Hall to try on
10 13
K2 750 Mint Cond1t1un, sIsy bar, crash
bar 15001 b.o Must sell 868 -7335. Yon I.
FOR SALE Selig sofa and ch,m, SBO,
Sanyo Bi-amp FM cassette deck $90,
Fisher Mama Bear wood stove $300,
Drafting table $15, Antique work bench
$75, Vacuum pump $20. Call 749-4416
eves.
19709 Monte Carlo. $200 firm . Runs well
but has some rust. Call David at 7495853
HONDA CX 500 1978, New Tires, 20,000
miles, extras including fairing, well cared
for in perfect condition , a steal at $1600.
Call Steve, 749-4944. 101 16.
1971 BMW 2002, excellent condition
rebuilt motor new paint, Bilst1en shocks,
AM-FM stereo radio needs nothing .
$3475 or B.O. Call Peter 659-2331 days.
10 13
1969 CHEVY VAN Large, window van
Automatic transmIssIon Great starting in
winter-with snows . Inspected Asking
$600.00 or best offer Evenings call 659 3462. 10 13
Guild Model D Acoustic Guitar asking
$250.00 w1tll case contact Norman
0 Neil 868-9818, B 14 Strafford House

-H-elpw_anted_J[Il]
Cable Television · Continental Cablevision
Is seeking customer representatives to
contact potentral cablev,sion subscribers .
Will train " people ' persons. Please apply
in person at Contmenlcll Cablev1s1on, 474
Central Ave , Dover, N.H or Continental
Cablevision, 46 Congress St , Portmouth,
N.H. Please apply in whichever town is
most suitable An equal opportunity
employer 1o. 23
Yard Sale, Saturday Oct 10, 9-5, 41
Emerson Rd . Durham (near high school).
Clothing, Chairs. bicycles,. much, much
more.

OVERSEAS JOBS - SUMMER. YEAR
ROUND . Europe, S America, Australia.
asia. All fields . $500-$1200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC, Box 52 NH - 1 corona Del Mar, CA. 92625 11 17.
WANTED · MALE EXOTIC DANCERS FOR
GIRL'S BIRTHDAY PARTY Call 8689875-Sunday (11th), Bet.ween 12-2 p.m.
or Monday (12th) between 8-11 p.m. (Ask
for Ethel) Good pay and benefits.
HELP WANTED · MAINTENANCE
WORKERS FOR BRENlWOOD WILDLIFE
RESEARCH FACILITY. Flexible work.
Flexible hours generally 1 0 15
hrs / week . Contact Roni 862-3678 or
862-1000. Work Study Only.
HELP WANTED: Basic programmer .Pay
commensurate with experience Hours
flexible Work Study Only 862 1000.
10 1 16

__
•rso_
na l s _ l ~
Hey Martha - Could you please keep
track of where you leave your
sweatshirt?! Then next time we won't
have to wrestle some stranger "who
wants to take it home and wash it " and
Kathy won't have to yell numerous
obscenities at him . Also, it will save me
the trouble of flagging down the Durham
police Isn't team loyalty great . .your
"rudEf' friends, K & J.
Sylvia; will you ring my bell?
CHART YOUR FUTURE Astrological
charts, erected, interpreted and/or
forecasted. Updates and comparison.
Great Christmas gift. Reasonable . Call
Dianne 436-2982.10/23.
WJP-You male prostitute-see, I really did
write rt. An overdue thanks for the
champagne. How about another bottle?
Glad we're back together, sweetie Love
you lots-Babe.10/9.
Attention G11stav Neebaum-Here's to a
W-I-C-K- E-D happy 25th Be
prepared to take a break from the
homework routine and seek some thrills. I
love you. MRS. NEEBAUM.
It's me, JB!! Just wanted to say Happy
Birthday a little late, and tell you that I'm
still just as crazy about you as when you
were a mere sixteen. Let's get together
and "bump a cassette" for old times
sake!! I love you. Yours always, Heid.
Dear Mom and Dad: I nominated you for
Parents' of the Year at Stillings, Philbrook
and Huddleston on Tue~. and Wed ., Oct.
13 and 14 from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. and in the
Commuter Center from 10 a.m.- 2 p.m. So
please come to Durham for Parents'
Weekend PS Send Money .
SAE and ACO Where was your whimpy
co-rec football team last Wed.? Our
revenge will come in the playoffs if you
dare to show up.
Chi-0 pledges ... We're psyched and hope
you are too . You're the best! It's gonna be
wild in a b-,g~w~a~y_.._ _ _ _ _ __

Dearest Bambi Gardner Smithson ,
Debutante It was ever so good to hear
from you! Now, reQardmg the Spring
Break of 1982-1think that we should go to
Bimini. After all , we have had the ship
down to Lauderdale so many times and I
think people would recognize LI&· how
i'nconspicuous can a 135 foot boat be
anyway?-damn touristsJ!! Have a good
weekend kiddo. Love ya loads, Brennton
von Hartshire Wellington Ill

Hi Ed! My name is Albert. I didn't do what I
was supposed to do last night. I didn 't eat
my supper. And after my mom cooked me
a nice fish dinner All I did was look at it.
Please Ed, don't disgrace me See ya'
buddy.
To Peter Anderson in Congreve-did
anyone ever tell you that you have cute
feet!!!
What's so .interesting about the ground
UNH students! The1 e is c1 new public law
in Durham that says smiles, Friendly
hello's, and looking up and instead of at
the cints are mandatory when walking
around on campus'
Personals in The New Hampshire cost
just $1 in Room 108 of the MUB.
Gruppe '80 is planning a trip to Mt
Monadnock on Oct. 17 or 18-if interested,
come to our meeting Oct. 13, Rm . 201
Murk land at 7.3 0 p.m . Everyone's
welcome!
Hey folks, y'all· It's good to be home.
Handy and I appreciate the warm
welcome Sorry if our studies surprise
you, but? We'll have a good one anyway
P.S. Thanks, all yo1:1 loyal fans .
Dearest Rick C., In my dreams that macho
mustache of yours sends tremors
between my . When-vvill you erode the
dense strata between us so that isostatic
rebound will cause an uplift. My beds are
conformable for ydu. Let's prove the Law
of Horizontality. Yours til the peneplain,
Your Dike.
Sign up for an interview with A IESEC; find
out more about the only club on campus
that can really get you someplace.
AIESEC, the international business club
is having interviews for new members.
Sign up outside the AIESEC office, Rm.4.
WSBE Basement .10/ 16
"What could I do with a major in
Computer Science?" Find out with Prof
Dan Bergeron of UNH Computer Science
Department, Tuesday, October 13 at 1
p.m . in THE HILLSBOROUGH ROOMMUB Open to all Undergrads interested
in educational and career opportunities
with computers .
Brian-Just wanted to wish you luck on
your exam. Now that it's over, let's
celebrate tonight? P
P.B.S .- Happy 21st Birthday-White
Mountains here we come. P.S. I think
we've made it. Love, Wildman.
To last Friday's Mai Kai Crew: 18 Scorpion
Bowls?
HP . & M.F.. Want to go for pizza (& some
ri•-::e a meatballs)

PAUL. This personal Is to inform you that
on Sunday, you 'II be LEGAL in the State of
New Hampshirel (WAHOO!!) At which
time, no excuse will be tolerated for not
drinking with us. Happy a,rth<lay Take
care and be good .-- Blue eyes and the
Blonde . P.S . Now, don't you feel OLD?
Jacq-Hey, my bestest buddy-we're
roomies again! Veal Can you believe iP
We always said we'd live in an apartment
together. It's kind-a fun, huh? And, best of
all, "we're still crazy after all these
years!" Loads of love bear, from your
favorite frog-Su1:1
Did you leave a WHEB bag on the KariVan bench in front of James Hall at 5:00
on Friday October 2J Call Sue, nights at
659-6231 .

Did you find a silver watch lost last week
(9 /2 9 maybe) in- Ham Smith or the Tin
Palace tor somewhere in bet")'een?) Call
Robin at 2-1511 if so.
Attention Englehardt: To the guy we can't
miss in Huddleston. What happened?
Hope you're feeling better soon. From the
two giggling girls from last semester's
Math 401
Hey my SAE Valentine; We forgot a whole
year, but w~ have thts year to make up for
it-I'm waiting, remember I love candy
hearts! Your secret Sweetheart. P.S. See
you at Scorps soon, as long as you stay
away from the popcorn.
l;loney - I love you and I always will. Don't
forget that! Leve always, your Honey. Attention Campers & Counselors Nicholas B. Zamboni of the infamous
acrobatic Zamboni bros. (You know, the
ones on Johnny CarsonJ) is having a get
together to celebrate the end of their long,
dangerous U.S. Tour on Friday, October
9th (This Friday!!) Everyone welcome.
Directions available at Camp office.
Dear Flipper, Thank you for making my
18th birthday the best. You gave me the
greatest gift by Just being with me. Thanks
again I love you, always . Me.
WE NEED MALE EXOTIC DANCER'S FOR
A FRIEND'S (GIRL) BIRTHDAY PARTYGOOD PAY & BENEFITS IN STORE! Call
868-9875--Sunday (11th) Between 12-2
p.m. or Monday (12th) between 8-11 p.m.
(Ask for Ethel).
Needed immediately at 36 Young Drive·
Someone to get Meg off probation; a new
vacuum cleaner for Patty Hearst (alias.
Jacki); someone to drag Kathy out of the
basement; a bottle of bleach remover and
a dog named "Sophie" for Peg, some
motivation and a week-end off for Deb,
and a free phone call to Okinawa for
Karin. "Here they come, a-walkin' down
the street!"
To our new Phi 's- Get psyched for the
s"uper times ahead! You guys are great!
We love ya-the sisters of Phi Mu.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY NANCY MERRILL!!!
Hope it's a great year and a wonderful
day. (Origina l, huh?) Love ya, La.
Stan . Haven't seen you in a while How
about dinner sometime next week? Miss
you. Love, your ex-wife from summer '80.

•

Dear Roomie, (and UNH friends); Thanks
for the terrific surprise party. You're the
best for remembering me. Love, Kare.
WANTED: MALE EXOTIC DANCERS FOR
GIRL'S BIRTHDAY PARTY! Call 8689875-Sunday (11th) between 12 -2 p m.
or Monday, (12th) between 8-11 p.m . Ask
_for Ethel--Good pay and benefits.
To Anne, Lot'J. and Kris: Where were you
after the movie? I waited in the New
Hampshire all night long. The counseling
editor
To the New Pledges of DZ: We are so
psyched you're with us! Get ready for the
best semester of your life! Love, the
sisters of DZ.
Happy Birthday Sweetie, from the Half &
Half Gang
Happy late bir.thday Kathy-ycu tat-fink' LWM

Martha Thomas you're a terrible features
editor and an even worse person.-M~
To the Wild Women at 36 Young Drive;
Studyrng got you down? take some "feds"
and yell, "come in!", and the action will
begin!! P.S. Jacki-You are a weird
bananna! (Put that one in your vacuum
cleaner and blow it!)
UNH CREW: WE'RE AWESOME-Get
psyched for trhe Head of the Conn. UNH
Crew-A Stroke Above The Rest!! Dubs.
FLUFFY-Did you give up on quantum
Mechanics? Stop by Parsons 209 so I can
tease you. J.C.
Dear S.G. Smithson, I miss you, you prep!
We should get together and talk Talbots,
Nantucket, life, and orange-juice! As soon
as we put our kimonos and fans back on
the shelf, we'll have to check our week at
a glance and find a common social hour or
two . Maybe a road trip is in store (without
the notes, japs, and other fun things), just
•to go a little luke. Soon huh?! Love, CarbyDoll.
Brooke Shields is terrific in her latest
movie, ENDLESS 1.:.0VE, playing at THE
FRANKLIN this week-end; Sunday thru
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 12, and 13. Bar opens at
7:00 p.m. O.on't miss BROOKE at THE
FRANKLIN. Tel.# 868-5164.
Whatever your choice: Dancing, sitting, or
drinking, THE· FRANKLIN-has It all! So for
an evening of fun, join the crowds at THE
FRANKLIN. Remember, every WEDNESDAY 1s happy hour all night long!
Brian-The past 6 months have be,en
wonderful! We've had so many great
times-with many more to come. Love
Forever, Chris.
Lanie & Big Sri-Thanks for nursing me
b~ck to health and p!Jthng up with my
moods. Room1e-¥0u-'re Great! You didn't
even complain when you lost your desk.
As for you, Doctor, your bedside manners
are NIPPA! Love, Christmas

Isn't IS about time you
sent that person a
special message?

Personals 1n Th·e New Hampshire.
Only $1 1n Room 108 1n the MUB .
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Runners leave Hl!wks St-Andin g still, 15-50
By J. T. Harris

called talents of St. A 's. We wanted
to clean that up by killing them ."
said Reever.
" This is a week of survival. we
have two meets in a 48 hour span .
and that's tough." Copeland said .
"Injuries to Di-ck y Robinson .
Kevin Klein and Peter DcMarco
has created a gap between our
second and fifth man. "Today. two
tough obstacles await U H in
Orono Maine in that of Colby
College. and U Maine.
"Our showing today (Wednesday) will gi ve us a big
psychological boost Friday," said
Lessing.
•·W t; 're__ 111·ore optimistic every
meet," sai<;I Reever.

Senior Tim Reever picked up
the Stearns and Kimball slack by
placing first. Reever looked both
strong and untircd crossing the
three mile finish line wilth a 15 :39
clocking. "We wanted to run in a
pack today. said Freshman Aaron
Running in a bunch
Lessing."
were Dave McAlpinc. Scott
Yakola. Philo Pappas, Ron
Rocheau. Danny Grimes. Lessing,
and Peter Anderson finished 2-9
respectively for UN H .
"We were disappointed after
losing to UConn. but we were
happy to score as well as we did .
We had a good healthy attitude
going into the meet. A Boston
Globe article boasted on the so-

Dean Kimball and Guy Stearns
did not run in Wednesday's CrossCountry meet, hut UNH trounced
St. Anslcms College 15-50. The
first nine colored shirts to cross the
finish line were Wildcat blue .
It was a satisfying win for the
'Cats who dropped a 26-31
squeekcr Saturday to , UConn.
Kimball and Stearns finished 1-2.
but again were not supported by
their teammates. Tim Reever.
seventh. was the next UN H
"The UC'onn meet was
finisher.
good in the respect that we
improved our times by 80 percent.
Today we had a lot of confidence,"
said UNl:f coach John Copeland .

Yankee Conferellce Stats
RUSHING (Yards per game)
G Att Yds
4 120 460
Drew, BU

! Player

3

Pearson, MA ·
Markus, CT
0:>llins, NH
Nichols, NH
Bouler, HE
Aodgers, RI

4

4
4

5
4

314
284
27'J
275
315
244

70
48
65
68
104
65

Avg.

TD

LG

3.8

4

4.5
5.9
4,3
4.0
3.0
3.8

l
l
l
2
l
1

33
24
69
18
18
16
40

(Completions per 4..ame)
G Att Comp Int 'ids
Player
4 786
54
4
113
sweitzer,CT
n
2 209
19
2
l't>Chev ich, MA
2 579
4
73
Stevens, NH
' ~4
39
8 4_,34
s 84
acauchemin, ME
7 370
4
23
68
RI
G1·i.msich,
18 , 4 287
54
4
f:n,J l ish, a:r

Yds/G
115.0
104.7
71.0
69.8
68.8
63.0
61.0

~

llNH's Tim Reever cruises to first-place finish a2ainst St Anselm's
Wednesday. His 15:39 time over the 5000 meter distance was a
personal best. (Mike Kaplan photo)

PORTS SHORTS
Woodinan-Ro hiilson
UNH will receive the Woodman-Robinson Trophy at halftime
during tomorrow's football game against Maine . The trophy is
presented annually to the school that wins the season seri1ts in
intercollegiate sports . UN H and Maine tied in total coh1petition last
year. but UNH beat Maine 19-13 in football to claim the award .
The winner of tomorrow's game will recei\'e the Hricc-Cm,ell
musket award also . UN H has won the flintlock ril'le two con~ecuti\'e
times . Currently the series is tied at 30-30-K.

Netwo1nen lose
The UN H women's tennis team was defcuted Hy the Hig Green or
Dartmouth yesterday hy the score of 9-0 . The defeat dropped the
Lady Tats to 1-4 on the season while the Hig Green imprmc<l their
·
record to 5-0.
--Chris Cote

PASS l<ECEIVING (catches per gamfa.)
G At;t Yds Avg.
· Player
4
Miller, C"r'
14 189 13.5
4
NH
,
13 290 22. 3
0' Donnell,
13 262 20.2
4
HUIJger, CT
4
9.1
11 100
Markus, CT
5
13 17_2 13.2
Walsh, ~E
10 159 15.9
4
Mut, Ri

Pct. TD C/G
.478 3 13 . S
.513 2 9,5
.466 5 8.5
.464 2 7.8
.340 2 5.&
.3n 1 :4.s

LG

TD

29
71
61
21
27
28

l
3

l
0
0
0

Ptn."TING

Player
Pendergast, BU
sweitzer, CT
cal kins, NH
LaBonte, ME
Larnard, MA
Guerriero, rtI
PUNT RETORNS
Player
Fuller, MA
Markus, CT
O.lellette, ME
rr.:c1rron, NH
F'isher, RI

No
3

16
7
3

5

!UCKOFF RETURNS
Player
Pearson, MA
Ouellette, ME
Markus, CT
Collins, NH
tobdell, BU
CaiZZJ.; RI

C/r;
3.5
3.3
3.3
2.8
2.6
2.5

G No
5 29.
4 · 16
4 27
37
5
4 24
.4 23

Yds
3
183
75
4
17

No

Yds

6

174
244
224

11

11
6
]

Ave
39.2
39.l
38.9
38.1
33.2
32.3

118
41
40

3

LG

63
50
54
68
45
48

Avg,

LG

12.0
11.4
lo. 7
9.5
3.4

20
34
44
17
6

Avg.
29.0
22.2
20.4
l'l. 7
t3 . 7
13 .3

LG

TD

43

()

37
29
29
16
14

J
0

TD
0
0
0
0

0

:>
0
(I

' LEADING SCORERS

Player

C'ONF~KENCE STANDINGS

W L T w r.
0
l
3
1
2
o ti
4
3
2
2
2

New Hampshire

Rhode Island
Boston Univcrsi ty
Massachuset.ts
0:>nntic: t i.cut
Main~

RU SHI.NG

G

i+

CoITTiis

..
....2
Quinn
....
Nocera
Calkins
UNH TOTAL 4
OPPONENTS ..
Nichols
Stevens
Kass

,

ltEC£IVING G
o 1Donnell ii"
4
Pea.ch

·Collins
Gorham

llocera

..
....
4

UNH TO';,'AL
OPPONENTS 4

No.

Yds

65

279

68

27 5
74
67
56

32
16
9
16
3
209
172

PUNTING
S"~

G

ii'

1. 01'-i>OJIUTS II

(I

0

65
65
34

33

1
2

... o

2

l,J O

65

4~

127

Long

18
18
15
12

l
1
4
0

14

0

5

0

6

II

18
34

4

TD Long
71
3
24
0
28
l
24
1
7
0
71
5
63
5

I

Yds

2

579

9

749

TD Pct.
466
5 .419

138

22

j

()

73
71

7
579
749

Yards

9
1ci'i♦

·s ..

!!a.:..·
38.9

, 876 .' 3!il.8

!!I; Bl
Slf

u

0
~

G

ca1·loi., CT
Swcit?.er, CT
Drew, BU
Kass, NH
Pearson, MA

Opp
74

~
22.3
15.3
12,2
14 .2
7.0
17.0
13.l

Yds

290

9
6
5
l
3a.
57

27

(.

~

l
7!l4
60'5

llo.

llo.

0

2
l

!!.&..:..
... 3

42

Comp
~
3a.
73
4
Stevens
57
OPPONENTS 4 136

'2

2~3
... 2
6.2
2.6
0.3
3.8
3.5

13

g_ !!.!_

()
0
0
0
0,
l

Pt.s
. 97
68
100

PUNT RETURNS
Garron
O'Donnell

..l

4
4

l,P.
Tfl
1-'G
0 11-11 7-9
<)
5
0
4
0

~·

4

4

0

.j

l

(\

0
0

PTS.
32
30
24
24
18

P/C,m
8. 0
7.5
6 .0
G. O

6 .0

!!2..!.!!!..!!.&..:..~

Peach

i

Berger\On

JJ

Wissman

1

38
9.5
11 ll. 0
10 10.0
2,0
8
-2 -2.0
65
5.9
36 ... 0

17
11
10

.

, UKH TOTAL
OPPONENTS

.11

.l<ICK RETURNS
Collins
Kepner
Garron
Bergeron
li'ichols

.!!£.~~~

Clark
lJNH TOTAL
OPPONENTS
, INTtRCEPTIONS
Mac Donald
1S trachan
Gillies
Doig
•Clarie
Garron
UNH TOTAL
IOPPOMEMT&

9

'Cat

-2
17
l ..

6 118 19. 7 29
38 19.0 19
2
9,0 18
2 18
16 16,016
l
14 14.0 l ..
1
l 10 10.0 10
13 214 16,5 29
18 274 15.2 21

Ko.
-32
l
1
l
l
9
~

Yds

33

~
33

6

6

16
0

16
13
0
0

68

33

l&

1•

13

0

Stats
SCORE BY QUhRTERS
.UNH

21

21

OPP

10

33

' .

2a.
29

31

2

,..
97

Booters lose 4th

straight to PSC, 2-0
By Kent Cherrington
WJ,e1J it rains. it pours. It's really
been pouri11g on the Wildcat
soccer team latclv. The Cat's lost
another tough h,ittlc. this time to
Plymouth State College. 2-0. at
Pl\'lllOUth.
~'They beat us fair. square and
sound!\·." ll ' H Hob Kullen said .
" We're.in ewrv l!ame . lt\0-0. then
bang: they sc<·H~ a quick one and
we ha\'e to come from hehin<l . So
\\ here's Ralph Cox\\ hen you need
him'.'" He was referring to the
former ll :'\ H hode\' star.\\ h1._l had

what the ~occcr tciim dc~pcratcly
needs: a kna_ck for scoring.
Once al!a1n . ll '.\ H was in the
l!ame all the wa,·. After a scoreless
first h.ilL Ph·m,wth State\ Ste\e
Cl.irk (C.imhridgl'. En,-!land) put

one past goalie Doug Ridge to put
ll NH down . PSC added -an
insurance l!Oal ,,hen Manm·
Haidous hc.~ded one past Ridge.
who ,,as replacing the injured
George Gaillardet, . Despi_te the
two goals . Ridge played well.
making ten s,nes. se\cn in the first
half.
While rock throwinc and namecalling wen: not a p~·ohlcm this
time. as al!ainst So. Maine a week
ago the ~ rain didn't help . A
continuous sprinkle make the field
quite soggy . Hut as Coach Kullen
suid. "It rained on their half of the
ficl<l. too."
ll '.\ H. now 2-5 on the season.
tra\'cl to Maine toda,· to take on
the Hlack Bears. The next home
g.imc is against Vermont on
(ktober Ill.

The rest of the season seems up in the air unless the ·C'ats can find their worini lou~h. (Hm Skccr 1>holo)

. .,
I
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Steve Doig: No. 1 on UNH's 'hit' parade
By Larry McGrath
Steve Doig does not talk a lot. It
is hard to get him to say much
a bout himself so he lets his
statistics tell his story. The 6'2, 242
lb. senior from North Reading
Mass. has been credited with 75
tackles in the first four games of
1981 .
''During practice I don't really
say that much," UNH's top
linebacker said. "I'm not really a
rah-rah type of person. I won't
bang my helmet against the locker
before a game."
His banging of opponents has
made quite a bit of noise, however.
The sound of pad against pad and
the grunt of a running back getting
"stuck" by Doig has reached the
ears of professional scouts from
the National Football League and
Canada.
'Td love to play for a pro team,"
Doig said. ..Coach (Dave)
O'Connor (UN H linebacker
coach)', thinks the scouts will
bother me, take my mind off the
game, but it doesn't."
Doig was a reserve goaltender
on the UN H hockey team his
freshman year, but has
concentrated on football since. His
work in the weight room has
resulted in a massive upperbody
and been partly responsible for
honorable mention All-American
last year in Division I-AA. He is a
legitimate first team candidate this
year.
"When I played hockey. I'd lift
and then go to practice, it became
too much." he said. "'Now I lift
~bout four days a week during
football season. One day heavy~
one day light. Coach (UNH head
coach Bill) Bowes has a rule that
you have to lift three days a week."
"The big thing about Steve Doig
is that he's taken a giant step each
year of his college career," UNH
head coach Bill Bowes said ... His
freshmen year. he didn't play, his
sophomore year. he started but he
didn't play that well. Then his
junior year he became a pretty
good linebacker. Now. as a senior.
he has gone up another step-he's an
outstanding player."

Doig has been known to do
more than just the minimum.
especially on the field. Against
Towson State University this fall.
TSU completed a ·short pass and
the receiver broke free down_ the
sidelines. Peter Bergeron. one of
UN H's fastest players, took off in
pursuit of the enemy ballcarrier.
From the rear, a large shape.
moving at a high rate of speed, was
steadily overtaking both hunter
and prey. It was Doig. As Begeron
put a head lock on the TSU
receiver, Doig took him down by
the legs-63 yards downfield from
the line of scrimmage.

"It was kind of funny watching
the films, I was catching up to
Peter and he's pretty fast," Doig
said. "Every year it seems 1 get
faster. It's weird, you'd figure with
all the weight I've put on. I'd slow
down."
Doig came to U N_H as a 205 lb.
freshman, but now tips the scales
at 242. A lot of the credit goes to
George "Dino" Elder. the UNH
weight coach.
"He's (Elder) been here sin~e my
freshman year and has put me on
programs," Doig said. "When I
was in high school, 1 played three
sports and I never had time. This is

my fourth year doing it (lifting)
and it's really helped me a lot."
But his speed (4.8 seconds in the
40-yard dash) is an asset that will
keep the scouts in and out of the
Field House. something that will
increase as the NFL's draft day
approaches next spring.
"'Steve's a hard-working lcid in
the off-season. Everything he does
is at full speed," Bowes said.
"When he came here as a
freshman. he ran a 5.2 40 yard
dash. now he runs a 4.8. That's a
fantastic improvement."
The assets that make the scouts
smile when they arrive in Durham.

are Doig's ability to hit and to get
to the ballcarrier. Doig's 75
tackles, one pass interception and
two fumbles caused, have earned
him several honors this season.
"In our defensive scheme, the
linebackers should make the
majority of tackles," Bowes sai~.
•·stev~)ust makes more than his
share.
The soft-spoken Wildcat has
been ECAC player-of-the-week on
defense the last two Saturdays and
Yankee Conference co-player of
the week last week. In addition, he
- was honorable mention in the
EC AC the first week and in the Y C
after every ga_me.
"I like to hit," he said. "It's just
instinct. I have to get to the
ballcarrier to make tackles.
Making tackles is my job, so 1'll do
whatever is necessary to make the
tackle."
The 4-0 Wildcats are a "come-

from-behind" ball club. In three of
their four wins they trailed late in
the game and came back to win.
This reflects Doig's attitude
towards footh::ill

I

"When we were behind. we
didn't quit. We kept on working
harder and harder, and when you
work hard something good usually
happens."
Doig
has been a durable
performer over his Wildcat career,
missing only four or five practices -

~~·•· ••··~ ;;:~rifa:h~t~~ pt::· ;::;

i•'-'>'

'Making tackles is my job, so I'll do whatever is
necessary· to make the tackle' - Doig

"I wouldn't even want to think
about it (his defense without
Doig)," Bowes said.

The pro scouts' computer data
will be spit out this winter in
peparation for next spring's NFL
draft day. The stats stored in those
files will do Doig's talking for him
to potential employers. Doig's job
interviews are being taken now on
Yankee Conference football fields.
Doig's next step up will include a
paycheck.

'Cats win 2-0

Young Stickwomen lead 'Cats past Dartmouth ,
By Jackie MacMullan
Both teams arc young. Both
were struggltng with a· slow start
after a big season the year before
and each needed a win.
What it came down to
Wednesday afternoon was that the
UNH field hockev rookies were
better than Dartm<rnth's. and thev
proved it by hustling and
_~crapping to a 2-0 victory.

Coach Jean Rilling said the way
her freshman played was
"probably one of the reasons we
did as well as we did."
"When I looked at Dartmouth's
roster. I realized they were even
younger then we were." Rilling
said. •·t knew we wouldn't h~vc the
normal trouble we do with them.
Actually. had our upperclassmen
not had such oor ames the score

might have been quite different."
The Wildcat's story this season
has been one of the veterans
carrying the first-year players and
helping them to cover mistakes. In
a line-up consisting of four
freshman. the older. more
experienced players have had to
carry the extra load. Rilling said.
Yet Wednesday the script was
altered somewhat. It was freshman

l'NH's Man Ellen Cullinane (I) lines up the iame-winner aJ:!ainst Dartmouth J:!Oalie Ann ()'Donahue
Wednesda~·. ·(Tim Lorette photo)

Mary Ellen Cullinanae whose
ap;gressive play sparked the
Wildcats. The speedy left wing
scored the first goal on a hardnosed play inside the circle.
Donna Modini belted the ball
from the top of the circle. and
Cullinanae alertly picked up the
rebound and beat Dartmouth
nctmindcr Ann O'Donahuc to the
left side . So. though they didn_'t
know it . UNH had all the goals
they would need by 9:04 of the first
half to beat the Green.
Both squads played sloppy
hockey throughout the ~on test and
much of the action in the game ws
provided by both teams trying to
control possession at midfield. The
Wildcats began to press more
toward the end of the half. and
Carla Hesser received her third
chance of the season to convert on
a penalty stroke.
The senior tri-captain
demonstrated why she is the team's
leading scorer when she laced a low
flick into the lower corner of the
net to put UN H up. 2-0 .
UNH's defense might as well
have taken the day off as
Dartmouth rarely pcnatratcd into
the circle. Goalie Robin Balducci
recorded just eight saves. a much
more relaxing day for her than the
peppering she faced against
U.Mass and Westchester over the
weekend.
Rilling singled out sweeper
Shelly Lively s the defensive star
on the day. Lively has proved to be
the mainstay of the Wildcat
defense for the second straight
season.
.. Shelly is playing out of her

mind." Rilling attested. "Now she's
a year older she is obviously more
confident and is holding
everything together for us."
"With all those new players in
front of her. Shelly is being pulled
in every direction and coming
th rough magnificently."
Rilling's praise for her team as a
whole was limited to a "fair job" in
this contest. Though she said ··we'll
always take a win," Rilling is still
waiting for , the game that
"everything will fall in place."

At Northeastern
tomorrow
"This is one of those seasons that
when we get il together and
everyone plays to their potential,
we will be with the best of them."
she said. "Wednesday's game was a
win. but only because we were able
to put on a slightly better show."
Rilling said the game was a
nositive one. though. in the"show"
Livcly's strong performance was
complemented by her rookie
counterparts Barbara Marois and
Heather Reynolds .
UNH will travel to Northeastern
Saturdav to face the Streaking
Huskies: who have posted an 8-1
record to date. Rilling said since
Northeastern has played mainly
Division 11 and 111 schools. their
record is "a bit deceiving." but
added the Huskies arc always
tough to beat on their home field.
which is an artificial turf. UN H
and Northeastern face off at I p.m .

1

,
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Sports
'Cats at Orono tomorrow

Carbonneau has Maine on his dance card
By Larry McGrath
UN H assistant athletic director
and line coach Lionel "Junie"
Carbonneau saves his .. Bear
dance" for special occasions. The
occasions arc exclusively after a
UNH win over the University of
Maine Black Bears.
·•1f we win Saturday, I'll do it on
the way home on the bus."
Carbonneau, who coached at
UNH for 17 years, said. •·1 promise
it to them (the players) every time
we go up. Though last year we won
at home. and I did it in the locker
room ."

This secret ceremony is likely to
occur on the way home from
Orono Saturd,;iy night. The
Wildcats arc 4-0 overall and arc
tied with Rhode Island for the
Yankee Conference lead at 2-0.
The poor Bears, alas, sit on the
bottom of the YC heap with an 0-2
conference record. 0-4-1 overall.
The series between the schools
over the years is tied at 30-30-8.
.. Our kids respect Maine,"UNH
head coach Bill Bowes said. "Every
time we play them'. they come to
p1ay. We're their big game and
there is no other team they'd rather
re

beat.
Last year, Carbonneau almost
did not get to da nee. as UN H
squeaked by UMO 19-13. The
'Cats needed six interceptions of
then-freshman quarterback Dave
Rebholz, two by star linebacker
Steve Doig. to barely ( no pun
intended) get Carbonneau to do
his number. Jim Beauchemin is
now calling the signals for Maine.
"It's homecoming up there and
you're always concerned about
that factor." Carbonneau. UNH
Class of '51, said. "Maine's big
defensively. good mobility. we

think we've found a few holes.
though. Offensively they're putting
in a new offense and they're getting
good at it."
Under former coach Jack
Bicknell. the Black Bears ran an Iformation offensive attack which
utilized star running back Lorenrn
Bouier. Bouier rambled for 1622
yards last season but has been
conspicuously absent from the top
of the rushing statistics this season.
Bouier has only J 15 yards in 104
attempts so far.
The reason 1s simple. Maine now
uses a complex Wing-T formation
which has baffled the Bears more
than opponents. Boston
University shut them out 4£-0 last
week . Also you do not run when
vou're behind all the time

'

· "We beat a team like BU and
they go up lo Maine and have an
outstanding day. it's hard to get the
kids prepared mentally ."
Carbonneau said. ..It's a must
game. We 've just got to win. I hof'e
the kids don't look at the BU score
and think they don't have to work
hard. They have a great back in
Bouier. He had some great stats
out of the T . but not in the wing T.
You watch him on the films.
though. and he scares you. He can
-;till run with the football.To help curb any feelings of
overconfidence. Carbonneau has
authored a number of po,tcrs
exho~!ing the 'Cats to "Beat the
Bear.

>
t

--arms.
Mark Nichols snakes his way through the ll('onn line, but his journev is about to end in John Dorse,·'s (99)
(Henri Barber photo)
·
~

Freshmen only bright spots

'Cats gutted by Terriers, 9-0
By Chris Cote
.
The UNH men's tennis team
lost to a powerful BU team by the
score 9-0 in a match held
Wednesday at UN H. The loss
dropped the Wildcats to 0-4 on the
season.
However. the freshmen again
had stro ng showings. Freshman
1 ..1. Hyman. moving up in the
lineup from fifth seed to first seed.
lost a match that was closer than
the sc;orc.
"The games were <;lose. hut the
score w,isn't." Hyman said.
Another UN H freshman Steve
Noble also lost 6-7. 1-6. Noble's

classmates Dan Shat ford (4-6. 2-6)
and Colin O'Bcrry (4-6, 2-6) also
were defeated. The only doubles
match which figured in the score
was Peter Dickson and Noble
going down 6-1, 6-3 . The last two
matches were played in a "pro" set
(first player to win eight games)
because of the lopsided score and
were not counted in the final tally.

"An old guy came around this
week asking about the game
against Maine." Carbonnea~ sai~.
.. It used to be homecoming in
Durham when Maine came and
theirs when we went up there. This
was before Mass. became a
football power, I'm talkirtg abt?ut
in the '40s and ·sos. Now the kids
treat it as ill.st another Yankee
Conference game."

New Maine coach Ron
Rogerson is taking the same
attitude. The 'Cats will just be
another opponent favored to beat
them.
"I expect they'll show up at I :30
Saturday." Rogerson said.
"They're an excellent football
team. They can throw. their
. running backs run hard. Their line
is so big. they'll cause a
seismographic reaction when they
cross the border."
The UN H line docs average 253
lbs .• but the only reaction they arc
interested in is backward
movement from the Maine
defensive line. The last two weeks,
the ·cats have won through the
passing game. not their fortf'.
"It's funny, you look at the total
yards rushing. minus quarterback
sacks, and I thought we established
the run prett y well against
UConn." Bowes said. "We're
always going to try to establish run
game."
Last year's number one ~ail back
Jim Quinn saw some action late
against the Huskies last week and
could sec some more playing time
Saturday. Quinn l!ad-35 yards on
four carries at St-orrs. Ct.
"It depends on what we're
getting from them (Maine)."
Bowes said. "I'd venture to guess
that he'll sec action. We have two
tailbacks now. Curt Collins and
Mark Nichols, who arc doing a
great job. Each tailback is
different. Collins. smaller. quicker.
catches the ball \\-ell. Quinn is a
powerful runner, and Nichols is a
combination of the two. If we're
dominating up front Quinn may
get in more."

The / Maine-New Hampshire
ri, airy st ill exists. but not as
'CATS. page 18

classmen seemed really happy for
the freshman to be here ."
"The potential for the future is
good. though." Hyman said,
despite the loss. "The freshmen are
really excited about the coming
t_!lrce years."

"One of the reasons for our poor
showings lately," Shat ford said ... is
because of the lack of practice on
account of rain."
· "We re,:11) didn't kno\\ what to
expect when we arrived here."
Hyman rnntinued, "but the upper

Most of the players mentioned
that t_hcy intended to play during.
the winter.
"W,ith a little help next vcar. the
team will become a powe1::• UNH
coach Bob Berry said.
The 'Cats play U Mass at home
on Friday

MORNING LINE
House
Line

Steve
Dam1sh
(15-9)
.625

Larry
McGrath
(11-13)
.459

Lonnie
Brennan
(10-8)

Jackie
MacMullan
(6-6)

Old
Grad
(15-9)

555

Gerry
Faust
(0-0)

.500

625

000

UNH
by 10

UN'H

UNH

UNH

UNH

UNH

UNH

Dartmouth
by 7

Dartmouth

W&M

Dartmouth

Dartmouth

W&M

W&M

BU at
Davidson

RU
by 12

BU

Davidson

BU

BU

BU

Davidson

UConn at
Lehigh

Lel11gh
hy 6

Lehigh

UConn

Lehigh

Lehigh

Lehigh

Lehigh

NU at
URI

URI
by 13

URI

URI

URI

URI

URI

URI

UMass

Delaware

Dcl.iwarC'

Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

UNH at
Maine
W& Mat
Dartmouth

UMass iii

Delnwr1re

Delnwilrt'

by 2

Editor· note: Last week WNAC'-TV ((hannel 7. Boston) sportscaster Bill O'Connell went 4-2. while the Old
Grad slipped to 3-3. $50 will go to the t :NH 100 C'lub Scholarship Fund as a result. This week's guest Gerr~·
Faust, football coach of Notre Dame l lnin~rsit)' is our guest handicapper.

l "~H freshman Matt Gillotte serns one up in Wednesda~··s loss to
Bl'. (Mike Kaplan photo)

